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I. INTRODUCTION
This volume describes the upgrading schemes from which upgrading
cost and energy requirements were derived. Each scheme is a self-sufficient
and produces a marketable slate of products.
A few schemes are base cases. These produce conventional fuel'
products for which selling price estimates were already available. The
other schemes reflect a variety of ways for making certain lower-than-
conventional-quality fuels. These fuels are deemed potentially usable in
industrial gas turbines. As detailed in the body of this volume, comparisons
between these other schemes and the base case schemes provide the costs for
producing industrial gas turbine fuels from the several raw materials.
This volume is organized into two parts. One part treats schemes
based upon modific&tion of "generic" existing refineries. The other treats
schemes representing grass roots upgrading facilities.
Raw materials for the modified existing refinery schemes include
petroleum and shale oil. Coal liquids processing in modified existing
refineries does not appear to make economic sense. The grass root
schemes process not only petroleum components and shale oil but also coal
liquids.
This volume is the third of four volumes constituting the study's
final report. The first summarizes the results. The second presents a
literature survey. The last volume examines the economics of relevant on
site options for treating the turbine fuel or processing the turbine exhaust
gases.
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II. NON LINEAR REFINERY MODEL
We have used one of our proprietary models to develop costs
for producing low quality turbine fuels. This model is routinely used
for preliminary, non-site specific cost estimates for new or altered
processes. It is also used to assess impacts of processing changes on
fuel product values. The model has the capability to represent a wide
variety of r,,Jinery configurations.
The proprietary nature of the model derives from three sources.
These are: first, the "process correlations", second, the "investment/
capacity correlations" and third, the "optimization methods".
The "process correlations" represent separate processing units
within a refinery. These correlations consist of mathematical relationships
whereby information about feed rates, feed qualities and processing conditions
generates information about product rates, product qualities and utility
stream demands. Each correlation is itself a mathematical model previously
developed by the contractor. Although the processes are frequently not pro-
prietary, the experimental data used to develop a correlation are proprietary.
Also proprietary are the decisions as to which modeling methods would be used
for a particular correlation as well as the decisions as to which variables
constitute key parameters in a correlation.
The "investment/capacity correlations" estimate aggregate invest-
ment costs associated with a process from the capacity of that process. Much
of the data upon which these correlations are based is proprietary. Further-
more, the decisions as to which data to use, which relationships to use,
2
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and which capacity term to use fore particular process are all•proprietary.
The contractor does not place in the public domain either the
model or the" method whereby the non-linear equations representing the model
are solved.	 The mathematical approach is reasonably well known and the
contractors version of this approach has been described in several published
articles.	 A bibliography is included herewith.
The processing steps and blending facilities available in the model
are those typically found in large integrated refineries.	 The model has the
capability to process five crude oils simultaneously, and it includes a crude
oil assay program to calculate yields and product properties for crude tower
fractions using data from a crude assay. 	 Crudes can be replaced by other liquid
fuel	 inputs.	 Data on prices,	 Costs, product specifications, unit investments
and utility consumptions, and process unit yields and operating conditions
are built into the model but can be easily overidden by the user. 	 Investments,
yields and stream qualities are represented by equations and correlations,
many of which are non-linear. 	 Products are produced and blended to meet
specified quality and quantity restrictions.
The model	 calculates complete material and utility balances, manu-
facturing expenses, and required investments.	 The model can optimize a
refining scheme on the basis of maximizing either profit or return on invest---,
ment.	 Optimization may include selecting feedstocks to process units,
blending products, determining operating conditions or satisfying constraints
on the flow or property specifications of the products.
	 Possible products
are one to three grades of gasoline, one to four grades of residual fuels,
jet fuel, No.	 2 fuel, C 3 and C4 LPG, naphtha, ehtylene, propylene, butadiene
feedstock, sulfur, coke and refinery fuel.
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In all of the cases studied, operating conditions for some units
and product stream disposition were automatically selected to meet specified
constraints. The model contains a large number of processing alternatives
so that many different configurations could be specified and simulated.
Evaluation of new processes, raw materials or products was made
by case study to determine the economic consequencfz of adding, removing
or replacing a process or raw material or product set up to stimulate an
existing or "typical" refinery, the profit for this refining r—)ration serving
as the base case. When a change is made, the economics of the changed scheme
can be compared to those of the base case and the impact of the change thereby
established.
The model calcula},7,s a material balance and the resultin g stream
properties for the proposed refining scheme unit by unit. in some instances,
the model has the capability of changing process operating conditions, such
as reformer severity, in order to optimize results or satisfy the product
constraints. Up to 25 streams may be included in gasoline blending depending
on which process units are included in the refinery scheme. Blending of the
various streams satisfies the specifications for the finished gasoline.
Specifications include gasoline vapor pressure, maximum lead and minimum
octanes. In addition, ASTM distillation, density, maximum and minimum quan-
tities of each grade of gasoline and the fraction of the total gasoline in
each grade may be specified. A total of six residual and middle distillate
fuel products can be produced from approximately 22 different streams in
the refinery. These fuel products can be blended to meet specifications on
quantity, sulfur content and viscosity.
4
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After a complete material balance on the refinery scheme has
been calculated, the utility consumptions and investment for each unit
are calculated. A complete utility, fuel and hydrogen balance is also
made. If additional hydrogen is required over that available from
reforming and pyrolysis, a hydrogen plant wall be automatically provided;
if not the excess is used as fuel. Finally, total investment, return from
products, manufacturing expense, profit and return on investment are usually
calculated.
In this study final economics calculations were done external to
the model. Here we were usually using the model as a basis for calculating
a feed or product value rather than determining profitability based on known
stream prices.
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III - EXISTING REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUEL
III.1 Summary_
Costs have been calculated for upgrading in existing refineries, in
the 1985 time frame, low-sulfur petroleum residual; high-sulfur, high-metals
petroleum residual; shale oil from surface retorting of shale; and shale oil
fran modified in situ (MIS) retorting of shale to gas turbine fuels of varying
quality. Two upgrading strategies have been evaluated: (a) extensive
alteration of the boiling range of thn upgraded fuel to minimize upgrading
requirements or to make available by-product credits to offset upgrading
costs; and (b) direct removal of contaminants with minimum change in boiling
range to obtain high yields of gas turbine fuel. Upgrading of syncrudes from
liquefaction of coal in a typical existing refii:ery in which this syncrude
replaces the normal crude charge was found to be economically infeasible.
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III. 1.1 Summary of Cases Evaluated
The following charge stocks and processing schemes have been evalu-
ated in this task. These schemes assess the adaptation of existing refineries
to the production of gas turbine fuels:
Charge Stock	 Processing Scheme 	 Case Number(s)
Low-Sulfur Residual	 Solvent Decarbonizing	 1.10
(Vacuum Bottoms)
from South Louisiana	 Delayed Coking plus 	 1.21, 1.22, 1.23
Crude Oil	 Hydrotreating of:
High-Sulfur, High Metals
Residual (Vacuum Bottoms)
from Ceuta (Venezuelan)
Crude Oil
Full-Range (C5-950°F);
Naphtha-Free (375-9500F);
or Furnace Oil-Free (650-950°F)
Coker Distillate
Hydrodesulfurization at
Moderate, Intermediate,
or High Severity
Solvent Decarbonizing
plus Hydrotreating of
Decarbonized Oil
1.31, 1.32, 1.33
2.10
Delayed Coking plus
Hydrotreating of
Full-Range (C5-950°F);
Naphtha-Free (375-9500F);
or Furnace Oil-Free (650-950°F)
Coker Distillate
Hydrodesulfurization at
Moderate, Intermediate,
or High Severity
2.21, 2.22, 2.23
2.31, 2.32, 2.33
a
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Hydrotreating at High
Severity with or without
Second-Stage Hydrotreating
of Disillate from Primary
Hydrotreating
Delayed Coking plus Hydro-
treating of Coker Distillate
Hydrotreating at High
Severity with or without
Second-Stage Hydrotreating
of Distillate from Primary
Hydrotreating
Jfjj
f(
i^
Surface-Retorted
Paraho Shale Oil
Modified In Situ-
Retorted shale Oil
3.10, 3.20
3.30
4.10, 4.20
Solvent decarbonizing or delayed coking of petroleum residueal explore
significant reduction of boiling range to facilitate contaminants removal. Hydro-
desulfurization and hydrotreating explore direct removal of contaminants with very
little reduction of boiling range. Each of the aforementioned upgrading units
would be installed as new facilities in the existing refinery.
Base case schemes charging South Louisiana or Ceuta =ide oils, respectively,
have also been evaluated for producing gasoline and distillate products excluding
gas turbine fuel in cases 1.00, 2.00, and 3.00. Net revenues calculated from
generated cases are applied to cases 1.10 to 2.33. These net revenues plus 30%
return before taxes on new capital dedicated to gas turbine fuel upgrading along
with forecast prices of by-products are used to calculate prices of gas turbine
fuels.
9
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Net revenue from a base case scheme charging South Louisiana crude
oil, case 3. 00, is used to calculate raw shale oil prices. The crude oil is
replaced with raw surface-retorted or modified in-situ retorted shale oil for
production of conventional products excluding gas turbine fuel (cases 3.01 and
4.01). Net revenue from the base case scheme, case 3.00, plus 30% return before
taxes on new capital for processing shale oil in cases 3.01 or 4.01 permits the
pricing of raw shale oil. This calculated price of raw shale oil is then used
in evaluating schemes for production of gas turbine fuel, cases 3.10 to 4.20
Pricing of gas turbine fuel in these schemes includes also the net revenue gen-
erated in the base case, case 3.00, in addition to 30% return before taxes on
new capital for gas turbine fuel upgrading facilities.
The economic evaluations for these cases are presented in Tables III-1
to III-4, and schematic flow diagrams for each case are shown in Figures III-I
to III-20. Sufficient detail is presented in these tables so that forecast
crude oil or product, prices or cost factors can be revised if necessary, and
gas turbine fuel prices recalculated. It should be emphasized that by-product
values can off-set to a large extent the manufacturing expense for gas turbine
fuel upgrading and thus have a significant effect on the calculated gas turbine
fuel price.
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South Louisiana crude oil has been selected as the low-sulfur crude
`	
!	
oil in the study since it is produced in large volumes and has been for ._jany
k l "°	 years the sole crude supply to a large refinery. The capacity and processingP	 Y	 P	 g
configuration of this refinery are specified in the base case for this study,
fr
Case 1.00. This crude oil represents a typical low-sulfur, low-metals crude
oil, from which gas turbine fuel should be capable of being produced at
relatively low costs.
Ceuta crude oil or residual therefrom isrocessed or marketedP	 e	 in
this country largely for residual fuel oil product. It contains high concen-
trations of sulfur and metals which should, result in a, maximum range of gas
turbine fuel upgrading costs.
11
iIII.1.2 Results
Gas turbine fuels containing essentially no trace metals (less than
1 ppm vanadium) can be produced from low-sulfur petroleum residual by any of
the three processes evaluated at costs less than the price differential
between No. 2 fuel oil and low-sulfur No. 6 fuel. The price of gas turbine
fuel is thus lower than that for No. 2 fuel oil. The most economical route
for upgrading this residual includes coking plus hydrotreating of 650-950°F
coker gas oil. Credits from upgrading Coker naphtha and furnace oil to
gasoline and No. 2 fuel oil products more than offset costs for upgrading
residual to gas turbine fuel.
Gas turbine fuels containing as low as 11 ppm vanadium can be
produced from the high-sulfur, high-metals residual selected by decarbonizing
or hydrodesulfurization at costs less than the price differential between
No. 2 fuel oil and high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil. These two processes are
economically equivalent in this application. An essentially metals-free gas
turbine fuel can be produced from this residual by coking plus hydrotreating,
but at significantly higher costs. The price of gas turbine fuel exceeds the
No. 2 fuel oil price, thus rendering this scheme economically unattractive=
Essentially metals-free gas turbine fuels containing low nitrogen
and sulfur can be produced economically fran raw shale oil in the scheme
including hydrotreating followed by catalytic cracking. The price of gas
turbine fuel could be lower than that for No. 2 fuel oil if second-stage
hydrotreating to ensure thermal stability is not required. The scheme
including coking of raw shale oil followed by hydrotreating of coker distil-
late is not economically viable in the context of an existing refinery since
the opportunity for use of, and revenue obtainable from, the existing cataly-
tic cracking and alkylation units are no longer available.
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III.2 Introduction
The efficiency of generation of electricity from gaseous or liquid
fuels is greatly increased by co-generation in which a stationary gas turbine
is the primary converter and exhaust gas is used to generate steam for
secondary conversion. However, the future availability of these fuels is a
major concern. Natural gas and petroleum distillates, now widely used in this
service, likely will not be available in sufficient quantities or will be
directed to higher priority use in the transportation or home-heating sectors
to fulfill potential stationary gas turbine fuel demands toward the end of
this century.
Petroleum residuals are currently used to some extent as fuel for
stationary gas turbines. However, these fuels are limited by the current
turbine design and operations requiring low concentrations of trace metals,
particularly vanadium, and of nitrogen and sulfur compounds. These require-
ments will oonfl.jct with the inc.-cu-sing concentrations of these contaminants
in residual fuels resulting from the projected increases in the proportion of
heavy, high-sulfur crudes in the refiner's crude slate. Also, the viscosity
of residual fuels fired is limited to that for No. 6 fuel oil. This excludes
direct combustion of high-viscosity vacuum bottoms, the refinery stream of
lowest value and the ideal candidate for gas turbine fuel upgrading with
regard to availability.
This study has been carried out to assess the costs incurred
with upgrading of petroleum residuals and raw shale oil to gas turbine
fuels of varying quality in existing petroleum refineries.
'l.
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III.3 Technical Approach
Costs have been calculated for upgrading residual fuel oils from
low- amd high-sulfur petroleumN crude oils, shale oil from surface retorting of
a Western shale, and shale o:U from modified in situ (MIS) retorting of a
Western shale, respectively, in representative existing refineries to produce
gas turbine fuels having varying properties and contaminant levels. Upgrading
of syncrude from liquefaction of coal has not been evaluated in detail and is
not included in this report. A brief analysis indicates that after initial
hydrotreating in new facilities to remove contaminants, the product contains
only about 7% boiling above 550°F and there is very little incentive for
further conversion in the existing refinery. The loss in revenue from
shutting down major refinery conversion units would result in prohibitively
high costs for gas turbine fuels. This upgrading scheme will be evaluated in
detail in Task IV in the context of new grass-roots plants.
The primary quality criteria considered in the upgraded fuel oil
product include vanadium, sulfur and nitrogen concentrations, respectively,
and viscosity. The extent of upgrading for a given processing scheme was
varied when possibly
 to develop an upgrading cost versus product quality
relationship. Minimum target contaminant levels of 0.5 ppm vanadium, 0.7%
sulfur and 0.3% nitrogen were considered. The maximum viscosity considered
was 1130 cs at 100°F (200 SFS at 122°F) for a residual type fuel.
The representative existing petroleum refineries selected were those
designed for high production of gasoline. Major process units include fluid
catalytic cracking (FCC) of gas oil, alkylation of propylene and butylenes,
catalytic reforming of naphtha, and treating of distillates to produce No. 2
fuel oil. Vacuum bottoms is not converted to light products but is blended
with light furnace oil to No. 6 fuel oil product.
Yields and properties of products from upgrading in each processing
step, except for severe hydrotreating of shale oil from surface retorting, or
hydrotreating of distillate from coking of the shale oil, were provided by
Gulf Research & Development Company, based on estimates from pilot plant
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operations or from av&ilable process correlations. Process data for severe
hydrotreating of surface retorted shale oil, or coker distillate therefrom,
were taken from a report l prepared by Chevron Research Company for the U.S.
Department of Energy.
Two strategies have been evaluated for upgrading petroleum residual
(vacuum bottoms) from either low-sulfur or high-sulfur crude oils:
III.3.1 Extensive Reduction in Boiling Range
1. One processing scheme includes delayed coking of vacuum bottoms
followed by hydrotreating of coker distillate to saturate olefins. Most of
the trace metals (vanadium plus nickel), sulfur, and nitrogen in the feedstock
are rejected to coke by-product. To develop a cost versus gas turbine fuel
boiling range relationship, the boiling ranges of the coker distillate charge
to hydrotreating include: (a) total, C5- 950 ° F , distillate; (b) naphtha-free,
375-950 °F, distillate; and (c) naphtha plus furnace oil-free, 650-950°F, gas
oil, respectively. In the latter two cases, the coker naphtha, C5-375 °F, or
naphtha plus furnace oil, C5-650°F, are processed within the existing refinery
to produce gasoline and No. 2 fuel oil which can he credited against the cost
for upgradinq residual to gas turbine fuel.
2. A second processing scheme includes solvent (propane plus butane)
decarbonizing of vacuum bottoms with rejection of asphalt containing high-
boiling asphaltenes and high concentrations of metals, sulfur and nitrogen to
fuel oil by-products.
1I1.3.2 Direct Removal of Metals, Sulfur and
Nitroqen by Hydrodesulfurization
Upgrading of vacuum bottoms by direct hydrodesulf.urization employing
a commercially proven process has been evaluated at each of three severity
levels. The desulfurized naphtha-free product, 375 °F+ , is blended with light
furnace oil to meet the maximum viscosity specification for No. 6 fuel oil of
about 1130 cs at 100 0 F. Naphtha produced from desulfurization is upgraded
within the refinery to produce gasoline for credit against gas turbine fuel
upgrading cost.
As desulfurization severity level is increased, concentrations of
metals (nickel plus vanadium) and nitrogen, as well as sulfur, in the gas
turbine fuel product decrease. Simultaneously, the viscosity of the desulfur-
ized product decreases, which results in a lower light furnace oil requirement
to meet viscosity specification. Thus, with operation at higher severity
levels, additional furnace oil is released for production of No. 2 fuel oil
which is available for credit against gas turbine fuel upgrading co^,t.
5
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III.4 Description of Upgrading Schemes
III.4.1 Upgrading of Residual from Low-Sulfur Crude Oil 	 .a
South Louisiana crude oil, which contains 0.31 wtW sulfur and is
produced and refined in large volumes, was selected as the low-sulfur crude
oil iri this study. This crude is the primary crude supply to a large domestic
refinery which serves as the basis for the existinq refinery in this study. A
primary departure, however, is that vacuum bottoms is blended with light
furnace oil to No. 6 fuel oil product instead of being charged to delayed
coking for conversion to light products as in actual operation. A crude
charge rate of 200,000 B/CD, the approximate current throughput of this
refinery, was specified. A schematic flow diagram for this Base Case refinery
(Case 1.00) is presented in Figure III- r 1 in Appendix A.
As shown in Fiqure III-1, 	 the primary processing units in the Base
y Case	 include	 the	 FCC,	 aikylation,	 and	 naphtha	 refor:dng units	 to	 produce
gasoline at high yield, 56% on crude, or 111,169 B/CD. 	 The naphtha reforming
' f unit	 is	 operated	 at	 a	 severity	 to	 produce	 debutanized	 reformate	 having
90.0 Research octane number, 	 clear.	 This results in a gasoline pool having
an 
R2M (Research octane number plus Motor octane number divided by 2) octane
o	 with	 x'	 allowable	 E	 concentrationorating	 f 89.3 	 a ma imum  	  T L 	 f 0.5 gm lead per
gallon.	 The pool octane number is obtained from the following octane numbers
C
and distribution of the several grades of gasoline projected for 1985:
Leaded	 Unleaded
	 Unleaded
!y3 Grade	 Regular	 Regular	 Premium	 Pool
,
. 3 RZM	 89.0	 88.0	 91.5	 89.3
Vol%	 25	 45	 30	 100
Jet fuel and No. 2 fuel oil are produced at rates of 20,000 B/CD and
57,876 B/CD, respectively. Benzene is produced at a rate of 3,170 B/CD by
	
extraction from light reformate and dealkylat;.on of toluene which is extracted 	
a
0
	 also from light reformate.	 Hydrogen sulfide produced from the FCC and
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desulfurization units is converted to product sulfur. Propane recovered from
the gas plant and alkylation unit is marketed as LPG product. Butanes
produced from the several processing units are supplemented with purchased iso
and normal butanes to meet alkylation unit and gasoline vapor pessure require-
ments, respectively.
The vacuum bottoms, 1100 0 F{• , feedstock for gas turbine fuel,
comprising 6.5 volts of this crude, contains 8.4 ppm vanadium, 1.04 wt% sulfur
and 0.15 wt% nitrogen. About one-half of this bottoms stream in the Base Case
is blended with light furnace oil, 375-510°F, and FCC decanted oil to produce
low-sulfur, 1.0% sulfur, No, 6 fuel oil at a rate of 13,842 B/CD. This fuel
oil, containing 4.2 ppm vanadium and 0.08 wt% nitrogen, could be considered as
a gas turbine fuel of marginal quality as limited by the high vanadium
content. The remainder of the vacuum bottoms plus a small quantity of
decanted oil supplement off-gas produced from the several refining units to
supply fuel requirements for the scheme.
111.4.1.1 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by
Decarbonizing Low-Sulfur Vacuum Bottoms
A schematic flow diagram for production of gas turbine fuel by
decarbonizing of vacuum bottoms from South Louisiana crude (Case 1.10), is
shown in Figure III-2. Vacuum bottoms plus 12% FCC decanted oil used as wash
oil are decarbonized in a new unit to produce an essentially demetallized oil
containing 0.2 ppm vanad xum at a yield of 55.0 vol% on vacuum bottoms. This
oil is blended with a small quantity of light furnace oil to produce gas
turbine fuel having maximum No. 6 fuel oil viscosity specification: at a rate
of 7,881 B/CD.
Most of the asphalt (91%) from decarbonizing is 'burned hot as
refinery fuel to supplement off-gas from the several refining units. The
remainder of the asphalt is blended with decanted oil and light furnace oil to
low-sulfur, 1.0% sulfur, 'No. 6 fuel oil product. Production rates of gaso-
line, jet fuel, benzene, propane LPG, and sulfur are identical with those in
the Base Case. Production of No. 2 fuel oil is slightly less than in the Base
Case.
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111.4.1.2 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by Delayed
Coking of Low-Sulfur Vacuum Bottoms plus
Hydrotreating of Coker Distillate
A schematic flow diagram for production of gas turbine fuel by
delayed coking of vacuums bottoms from South Louisiana crude plus hydrotreating
of total, C5-950°F, coker distillate (Case 1.21) is shown in Figure 111-30
Most of the vacuum bottoms, 96%, at a rate of 12,430 B/CD, is charged to a new
delayed coking unit to produce a metals-free coker distillate, C5-910°F, at a
yield of 74.6% or 9,267 B/CD. Coker distillate is hydrotreated in a new unit
employing a commercially-proven process and catalyst to produce 9,469 B/CD of
gas turbine fuel. This product contains very low concentrations of sulfur and
nitrogen, 0.05 wt% and 0.09 wt%, respectively, and has a distillate viscosity
of about 1.0 cs at 100°F. Hydrogen consumed in hydrotreating is supplied from
by-product hydrogen from the catalytic reforming unit in the existing
refinery.
The remainder of the vacuum bottoms plus FCC decanted oil and THD
polymer is burned as refinery fuel to supplement refinery off-gas. Gasoline
production is slightly higher than from the Base Case as a result of the
additional alkylate produced from coker propylene and butylenes. Production
of No. 2 fuel oil is significantly higher than in the )3ase Case as a result of
releasing furnace oil requirements from blending to No. fuel oil product.
Production of propane LPG and sulfur are also significa 1- igher than from
the Base Case. Low-sulfur (1.4% sulfur) coke is pr, '° a rate of
658 short tons/CD. New facilities are ind.,,alled to scrub hydrogen sulfide
from refinery off-gas and to convert the hydrogen sulfide to product sulfur to
supplement the units in the existing refinery.
A scheme in which the naphtha-free, 375-6500F, cokes distillate is
hydrotreated for gas turbine fuel production (Case 1.22) is shown in
Figure 111-4. Gas turbine fuel has slightly higher concentrations of sulfur'
and nitrogen, a higher viscosity and is produced at a lower rate, 6,962 B/CD,
than that from the previous scheme in which total coker distillate is hydro
r	 treated. Light coker gasoline, C5
-150°F, is Merox sweetened and blended into
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the refinery gasoline pool. C,-'sr naphtha, 150-375°F, is pretreated and
reformed in admixture with straight-run naphtha in the existing refinery
units. Gasoline production, 113,582 B/CD, is thus increased significantly
above that from the Base Case.
A scheme in which naphtha and furnace oil-free, 650-950 0F, coker
distillate is hydrotreated for gas turbine fuel production (Case 1.23) is
shown In Figure III-5. Production of gas turbine fuel is reduced to
3,433 B/CD. The sulfur and nitrogen concentrations and viscosity are signifi-
cantly higher than those for gas turbine fuel produced by hydrotreating total
coker distillate. Coker naphtha, C5 -3 750F , is upgraded in the existing
refinery as described for Case 1.22. Coker furnace oil, 375-650°F, is charged
to the FCC unit in the existing refinery in admixture with straight-run gas
oil. Gasoline production from this scheme is increased to 117,062 B/CD
compared with 111,169 B/CD in the Base Case. Production of No. 2 fuel oil is
also signficantly higher than for the Base Case, 59,644 B/CD versus
57,876 B/CD.
I11.4.1.3 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by Hydrodesulfuri-
zation of Low-Sulfur Vacuum Bottoms
Schemes including hydrodesulfurization of vacuum bottoms from
South Louisiana crude have been evaluated at moderate, intermediate and high
severity in Cases 1.31, 1.32, and 1.33, respectively. Schematic flow diagrams
are presented in Figures III-6, III-i and III-8, respectively. In Case 1431,
the bulk, 93%, of the vacuum bottoms, 12,157 B/CD, is charged to the hydrode-
sulfurization unit with the remainder consumed. along with FCC decanted oil and
THD polymer as refinery fuel. The desulfurized 375°F +
 residuum is blended
with light furance oi.l to produce 17,103 B/CD of residual type gas turbine
fuel containing 1.3 ppm vanadium, 0.25 wt% sulfur, and 0.09 wt% nitrogen. The
light gasoline fraction, C5
-170°F, from desulfurization is blended into the
refinery gasoline pool. Naphtha, 170-375 °F, from desulfurization is pre-
treated and reformed in units in the existing refinery to produce additional
20
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high octane number gasoline. Production of No. 2 fuel oil, 54,993 B/CD, is
significantly lower than in the Base Case, 57,876 B/CD, because of a greater
light furnace oil requirement to meet maximum viscosity specification of gas
turbine fuel.
Ammonium bisulfide formed from ammonia and hydrogen sulfide produced
in the hydrodesulfurization reactions is scrubbed from reactor effluent with
water. Sour water is charged to a stripping tower to recover ammonia,
2.1 short tons/CD, and hydrogen sulfide which, along with that recovered from
the desulfurization units, is converted to product sulfur, 44 long tons /CD, in
a conventional Claus unit equipped with tail gas desulfurization facilities.
As hydrodesulfurization severity is increased to intermediate and
high levels, the vanadium concentration in the gas turbine fuel decreases to
0.6 ppm and 0.1 ppm, respectively. Sulfur content of the gas turbine fuel
product decreases from 0.25 wt% at moderate severity to 0.17 wt% at high
severity. However, nitrogen content remains unchanged at 0.09%. Also, as
severity is increased, the viscosity of the desulfurized 375°F +
 residuum
decreases, which results in lower furnace oil requirements to meet maximum
turbine fuel viscosity specification, and a corresponding increase in No. 2
fuel oil production. Gasoline production increases only slightly with
increase in desulfurization severity.
III.4.2 grading of Residual from High-Suli'ur Crude Oil
Ceuta (Venezuelan) crude oil containing 1.32 wt% sulfur and 133 ppm
vanadium, and considered representative of the source of the high-sulfur,
high-metals residual fuel oil marketed in this country, was selected as the
high-sulfur crude oil in this study. Costs for upgrading this very high-
metals residual to gas turbine fuel should define the upper cost limits for
upgrading residuals to gas turbine fuel. A hypothetical existing refinery has
been assumed charging this crude at a ,rate of 100,000 B/CD. A schematic flow
diagram for the Base Case refinery (Case 2.00) is presented in Figure III-9.
i
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As shown in Figure 111-9, the primary processing units in the Base
Case include the FCC, aLkylation and naphtha reforming units to produce
gasoline at a yield of 49.8% or 48,823 B/CD. No. 2 fuel oil is produced at a
rate of 22,087 B/Co by desulfurization of the bulk of the heavy straight-run
furnace oil and blending the resulting product with untredted light and heavy
straight-run furnace oils to a maximum product sulfur specification of 0.2%.
Benzene and jet fuel are not produced.
Vacuum bottoms, 1000 0 Ff , comprising 21.5 vol% of this crude,
contains 540 ppm of vanadium, 3.05 wt% sulfur, and 0.65 'wt% nitrogen.
Ninety percent of the vacuum bottoms is blended with FCC light gas oil and
decanted oil plus light straight-run furnace oil to produce 29,217 B/CD of
No. 6 fuel oil containing 367 ppm vanadium, 2.66 wt% sulfur, and 0.44 wt%
nitrogen. The remainder of the vacuum bottoms is consumed hot to supplement
gas produced from the refinery units as refinery fuel.
111.4.2.1 production of Gas Turbine Fuel by Decarboni-
zing of High-Sulfur Vacuum Bottoms
1? schematic flow diagram for production of gas turbine fuel by
decarbonizing of vacuum bottoms from Ceuta crude (Case 2.10) is presented in
Figure III-10. Vacuum bottoms is decarbonized in a new unit to recover 75% of
an oil containing 86 ppm vanadium, 2.62 wt% sulfur, and 0.39 wt% nitrogen.
This oil is then desulfurized in a new unit to a product containing 13.3 ppm
vanadium, 0.27 wt% sulfur, and 0.31 wt% nitrogen. Gas turbine fuel containing
11.6 ppm vanadium, 0.26% sulfur, and 0.27% nitrogen is produced at a rate of
19,392 B/CD by blending the desulfurized oil with light furnace oil to the
maximum viscosity specification for No. 6 fuel oil.
About one-half of the asphalt from decarbonizing,, containing high
concentrations of metals, sulfur, and nitrogen, is blended with light furnace
oil to a sulfur content of 3.0% and to reduced viscosity for use, along with
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refinery off-gas, as refinery fuel. The remainder of the asphalt is blended
z
with FCC decanted oil and light furnace oil to No. 6 fuel oil having 3.0 wt%
sulfur and maximum specification viscosity.
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Gasoline and propane LPG production rates are the same and No. 2
fuel oil production rate is slightly greater than in the Base Case refinery.
Production of sulfur is almost three-fold that from the Base Case.
- 111.4.2.2	 Production of Gas-Turbine Fuel by Delayed Coking
of High-Sulfur Vacuum Bottoms plus Hydrotreating
of Coker Distillate
J
A	 schematic	 flow	 diagram	 for production	 of	 gas	 turbine	 fuel	 by
delayed coking of vacuum bottoms from Ceuta crude plus hydrotreating of total,
C5-950°F, Coker distillate (Case 2.21) is shown in Figure III-11. 	 Ninety-nine
percent of the vacuum bottoms is	 charged to a new drtlayed coking unit to
produce an essentially metals-free coker distillate, C -950°F, at a yield of5
70.9%	 or	 15,060 B/CD.	 Coker	 distillate	 is	 hydrotreated	 in	 a new unit	 to
- produce	 15,263 B/CD of gas
	 turbine fuel containing 0.16 wt% sulfur and 0.09
wt% nitrogen, and having a viscosity of about 1.0 cs at 100°F. 	 The remainder
T
of the vacuum bottoms	 is	 blended with	 FCC	 decanted	 oil	 which,	 along with
refinery off-gas, is consumed as refinery fuel.
r
Gasoline production in this scheme is slightly higher than in the
 Base Case as a result of the additional alkylate produced from coker propylene
and butylenes.	 Production of propane LPG is also increased from recovery from
coker gas.	 Production of No. 2 fuel oil is increased significantly over that
from the Base Case as a result of releasing furnace oil from blending to No. 6
t	
% fuel	 oil	 which	 is	 no	 longer produced.	 A	 small	 new desulfurization	 unit,
3,740 B/SD charge capacity, 	 is installed to supplement the existing unit to
meet increased furnace oil desulfurization requirement.	 Sulfur production is
increased	 almost	 three-fold	 as	 in	 the	 scheme	 with	 decarbonizing of 	 vacuum
k	 - bottoms.
	
High-sulfur, 4.1% sulfur, coke is produced at a rate of 1,232 short
d
tans/CD.
h
A scheme in which the naphtha-free, 375-950 1F, coker distillate, is
hydrotreat.ed	 to	 gas
	
turbine	 fuel	 (Case 2.22)	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure 111-12.
Production	 of	 gas turbine	 fuel	 is reduced from 15,263 B/CD in the previous
i	 23
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scheme to	 11,261 B/CD.
	 Contaminants in this 	 fuel are at a somewhat higher
level,	 0.20	 wt%	 sulfur and 0.11	 wt%	 nitrogen.	 Gasoline	 production is	 in-
creased	 substantially	 over	 that	 from	 the	 Base	 Case,	 53,505 B/CD	 versus
48,823 B/CD, from upgrading of coker naphtha in addition to increased alkylate
production.	 Production of No. 2 fuel oil, 29.399 B/CD, is the same as in the r
previous	 scheme	 with	 hydrotreating of	 total	 coker	 distillate.	 Small	 new
' naphtha pretreating and reforming units and a small new furnace oil desulfur-
{y
i ization	 unit	 are	 installed	 to	 supplement	 the	 capacities	 of	 the	 existing
units.
1
t A scheme in which naphtha and furnace oil free, 650-950°F, coker gas
G
oil	 is	 hydrotreated	 to	 gas	 turbine
	
fuel
	 (Case 2.23)	 is	 shown	 in
I
Figure III-13.	 The total production of vacuum bottoms is charged to coking. s	 3
Production	 of	 gas	 turbine	 fuel	 is	 reduced	 to	 5,418 B/CD,	 the	 sulfur	 and
nitrogen	 concentrations	 of	 which	 are	 increased	 slightly	 to	 0.25	 wt%	 and
0.19 wt%,	 respectively.	 Coker	 furnace	 oil	 is	 catalycically	 cracked	 in
admixture	 with	 straight-run	 gas	 oil	 in	 the	 existing	 FCC	 unit.	 Gasoline
production	 is	 increased	 to	 58,700 B/CD	 and	 No. 2	 f uel	 oil	 production	 to
30,146 B/CD.	 Small new naphtha pretreating, naphtha reforming, 	 and furnace
oil desulfurization units are installed to supplement the capacities of the
existing units as in the previous case	 (Case 2.22).	 Also, the existing FCC
and alkylation units are revamped to meet increased capacity requirements of
21%	 and 28%,	 respectively.	 About	 75%	 of FCC	 decanted oil	 is	 consumed as
refinery fuel to supplement refinery off-gas,
	 with the remainder marketed as
z
high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil product.
w	 4
w III.4.2.3	 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by
EHydrodesulfurization of High-Sulfur
k_'? Vacuum Bottoms
C,
Schemes
	
have	 been	 evaluated	 for	 hydrodesulfurization 	 of	 vacuum
bottoms	 fr, m	 Ceuta	 crude	 at	 moderate,	 intermediate,	 and	 high	 severity
n (Cases 2.31,	 2.32,	 and	 2.33)	 and	 are	 shown	 in	 Figures III-14,	 III-15	 and
III-16,	 respectively.	 In	 the	 moderate	 severity	 scheme,	 about 95%	 of	 the
xi
.	 I
vacuum bottoms is desulfurized by about 88% to produce a naphtha-free, 3750e,
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residuum containing 59 ppm vanadium, 0.40% sulfur, and 0.42'% nitrogen at 104
volume % yield. Desulfurized residuum is then blended with light furnace oil
to produce 25,325 B/CD of gas turbine fuel having the maximum viscosity
specification for No. 6 fuel oil and containing 50.4 ppm vanadium, 0.37 wt%
sulfur, and 0.36 wt% nitrogen. Light gasoline, C 5-150°F, from desulfurization
is blended into the gasoline pool. Naphtha, 150-375 °F, is pretreated and
reformed in the existing refinery units to produce additional high octane
number gasoline.
Gasoline production is increased slightly over that from the Base
Case refinery from the additional naphtha produced from desulfurization.
No. 2 fuel oil production is increased substantially as a result of reduced
furnace oil blending requirements for gas turbine fuel. A small new furnace
oil desulfurization unit, 3,620 B/SD charge capacity, is installed to
supplement the existing unit. A small hydrogen manufacturing unit, 4,420 x
10 3 SCF/SD, reforming refinery off-gas, is installed to supplement by-product
hydrogen fran the existing naphtha .reforming unit for gasoline production.
The remainder of the vacuum bottoms plus FCC decanted oil are consumed as
refinery fuel to supplement refinery off-gas.
in Cases 2.32 and 2.33, desulfurization of vacuum bottoms is
increased to 91% and 94%, respectively.	 Production of gas turbine fuel
decreases by small extents. 	 Gas turbine fuel vanadium concentration is
reduced to 31.0 and 10.9 ppm; and sulfur concentration to 0.29% and 0.20%,
respectively. Gas turbine fuel nitrogen concentration at intermediate
desulfurization severity is the same as at moderate severityr 0.36%, but is
reduced to 0.30% at high severity. Production of gasoline and No. 2 fuel
increase slightly as desulfurization severity is increased. New hydrogen
manufacturing plant capacity increases, but new furnace oil desulfurization
capacity remains unchanged as severity level is increased.
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III.4.3 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by Upgrading
of Surface Retorted Shale oil
1
A Base Case refinery (Case 3.00) was selected which is similar to an
existing refinery located in the Midwest charging low-sulfur crude oil for
primary production of gasoline and No. 2 fuel oil as operated by a major oil
company. South Louisiana crude oil is charged at a rate of 50,000 B/CD in a
scheme shown in Figure III-17.
Straight-run gas oil, 628-1100°F, is charged to the FCC unit at a
rate of 20,564 B/CD. Butylenes plus about 60% of the propylene produced in
the FCC unit are recovered for production of alkylate at a rate of
5,171 B/CD. FCC light gas oil is hydrotreated and blended with caustic
treated straight-run furnace oil for production of 15,634 B/CD of No. 2 fuel
oil. A portion of light straight-run furnace oil is hydrotreated for produc-
tion of 2,100 B/CD of jet fuel.
About 88% of the 1100°F+ vacuum bottoms is blended with FCC decanted
oil and straight-run light furnace oil to produce 5,224 B/CD of low-sulfur
No. 6 fuel oil. The remainder of the vacuum bottoms along with refinery off
gas is consumed as refinery fuel.
Light straight-run naphtha, 155-375°F, is pretreated and reformed to
produce a debutanized reformate having 91.0 Research octane number clear. A
qasoline pool having 89.3 R2M octane rating with 0.5 gm lead/gal is produced
at a rate of 29,034 B/CD.
III.4.3.1 Severe Hydrotreating of Raw Shale oil followed
by Fluid Catalytic Cracking of Residuum
A scheme for upgrading surface retorted shale oil to gas turbine
fuel in the existing petroleum refinery based on initial severe hydrotreating
of raw shale oil (Case 3.10) is shown in Figure III-18. Raw shale oil from
retorting by the Paraho process and which is upgraded at the retort site to
enable transportation by pi peline is charged to the refinery at the rate of
'	 50,000 B/CD. This raw shale oil containing a low concentration of vanadium,
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0.2 ppm, but high concentrations of sulfur, 0.66 wt%, nitrogen, 2.18 wt%, and
oxygen, 1.16 wt%, replaces the normal crude oil charge to the refinery.
Shale	 fines
	 are	 removed	 in	 a	 new	 four-stage	 electrostatic	 unit
1
similar to a crude oil desalting unit.
	 De-ashed shale oil is then charged to
a new hydrotreating unit operating at severe conditions of about 2,000 psig
reactor	 pressure,	 700°F	 temperature,	 and	 0.6 V/H/V	 space	 velocity	 over	 a
commercial	 catalyst,
	 as employed in pilot plant runs l	conducted by Chevron
Resaarch Company to achieve over 95% removal of nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen
a compounds.	 Arsenic compounds in raw shale oil are quantitatively removed, as
claimed by Chevron,
	 in a guard chamber in the reactor to avoid poisoning of
the	 hydrotreating catalyst.	 Hydroqen
	 is	 consumed	 at	 a	 high	 rate	 of
1,900 SCF/B.
	 The existing crude oil atmospheric distillation tower serves as
f[ a fractionator for hydrotreater products. 	 The crude oil vacuum flash tower is
shut down.
Atmospheric	 bottoms,
	 640 0 F+ ,	 from	 the	 hydrotreating	 unit	 has	 a
sufficiently low nitrogen content, 0.19%, to enable charge to the existing FCC
unit for high conversion (84.8 volt) to gasoline and lighter products.
	 A high
yield of
	
gasoline,	 63.5 vol%	 of	 C5 -430° F ,	 is	 obtained	 from	 this	 feedstock.
Total FCC butylenes and 40% of the propylene produced are alkylated in the
existing HF alkylation unit.
The 375-640°F hydrotreated distillate fraction, after diverting a
small quantity to refinery fuel, is hydrotreated in a new second-stage unit to
assure production of a thermally stable gas turbine fuel in regards to gum-
forming tendency. A new second-stage unit is provided since the required
capacity greatly exceeds that of the existing furnace oil desulfurization
unit.	 Gas turbine fuel containing essentially no vanadium, 0.002 wt% sulfur, 14	 j
and 002 wt$ nitro	 d hi°.	 .gen,
	 anP^ a viscosity f 24	 t 100o.	 cs a °	 is produced
^.'	 at a rate of 21,869 B/CD in lieu of No. 2 fuel oil product.
;
`a
The C6
-375°F naphtha fraction from hydrotreating is pretreated in a
new unit to produce acceptable reforming unit feedstock.
	 The design operating
conditions of the existing naphtha pretreater would probably not be adequate
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to pretreat this feedstock because of the higher than normal nitrogen content,
70 ppm. Pretreated naphtha is reformed in the existing reforming unit using
conventional catalyst to produce debutanized reformats having 95.0 Research
octane number, clear. Total gasoline production having a pool 
R2M 
octane
rating of 89.3 in this scheme is 28,543 B/CD. Yields and properties of
prodi,;ts from all processing units in this scheme, except the shale oil
hydrotreating unit, were provided by Gulf Research and Development Company
based on pilot plant operations.
Ammonium bisulfide formed from ammonia and hydrogen sulfide produced
in the hydrotreating reactions is scrubbed from reactor effluent with water.
Sour water is processed in a new Chevron waste water treating plant to recover
ammonia, 208 short tons/CD, and hydrogen sulfide. Also, hydrogen sulfide is
scrubbed from hydrotreator off-gas in a new conventional amine unit. Hydrogen
sulfide is converted to product sulfur, 47 long tons/CD, in a new conventional
unit equipped with tail gas desulfurization facilities.
off-gas iron the several refining units is charged to two new
hydrogen manufacturing plants having a capacity of 61.9 x 10 6 SCF/SD each to
supplement by-product hydrogen from the naphtha reforming unit to meet
hydrogen requirements for the scheme. Propane is recovered at a rate of
872 8/1M fran off-gas production.
A scheme has also been evaluated (Case 3.20) in which distillate
from primary hydrotreating is marketed as a gas turbine fuel product without
hydrotreating in a second stage. Although the sulfur and nitrogen contents of
this product are only slightly higher than in the product from the previous
scheme including second-stage hydrotreating, gwn-forming tendency may exist
which then would require further, possibly chemical, treatment prior to
combustion.
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111.4.3 . 2 Delayed Coking of Raw Shale Oil plus
Hydrotreahing of Coker Distillate
An alternative scheme in which surface retorted shale oil in
upgraded by delayed Coking followed by hydrotreating of Coker distillate
(Case 3 . 30) is shown in Figure 111-19. Coking as the first processing stop
'Aas the advantage of removing any solids suspended in tJie raw oil, most of the
nonfilterable iron, and about 804 of the arsenic prior to catalytic proces-
sing. The coker distillate is more easily hydrotreated than raw shale oil,
and the hydrogen consumption is much lower for a product of a given nitrogen
content. Disadvantages for Coking include the production of a low-quality,
loiv-value coke at the expense of higher-value liquid products*
Raw shale oil, which replaces the normal crude charge to the
refinery, is de-ashed and charged to a new deldyed Coking unit at a rate of
50 1 000 B/CD. Total coker distillate, C4,i-950 0 P, essentially metals free, and
containing 0.63 wt% sulfur and 1.75 wt's nitrogen, is produced at yield of
80.8 vol% or 40,416 1.)/C.D based on Chevron pilot plant-. data. 1 Coker distillate
is bydrotreated at relatively moderate conditions, 1,700 psig reactor pressure
and 1.2 V/H/V space velocity, to produce a 350-650 °F distillate containing
0.008% sulfur and 0.30% nitrotlen at a yield of 71.4 vol% or 28,868 a/CD.
Yields and properties of products from hydrotreatinq were estimated based on
Chevron pilot plant data l
 obtained at a higher severity level. The existing
crude atmospheric distillation tower serves as a fractionator for hydrotreater
products. The crude vacuum flash tower Is shut down.
About 37% of the 650°F+ bottoms from hydrotreating is consumed as
refinery fuel to supplement refinery off-gas. The remainder of the bottoms is
blended with 375-6SO OF middle distillate from hydrotreating to gas turbine
product at a rate of 32,273 B/CD. Further hydrotreating of this distillate in
a second-stage unit is not provided, since Chevron pilot plant resultsl
indicate that it may be possible to produce a stable diesel fuel from primary
hydrotreating only of Coker distillate. Since bydrotreatinc
	 , r, t of coke distil-
late results in almost complete conversion to gas turbine fuel and lighter
products, the existinq FCC and alkylation units are not required and are shut
down,
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Coker naphtha, 150-375°F, is pretreated in a new unit and reformed
in the existing reforming unit to produce a debutanized reformate having 93.9
Redearch octane number, clear. Reformate is blended with Coker light gaso-
line, C5
-150°F, and butanes to produce 6,714 B/CD of gasoline having an
R2M octane rating of 89.8 with a maximum TEL concentration of 0.5 gm lead per
gallon. This rating is higher than the minimum specification of 89.3 for pool
gasoline in 1985 in order to meet the minimum Research octane number specifi-
cation of 94.0. Gasoline is produced in this scheme at a markedly lower rate
than that, 28,543 B/CD, in the scheme including hydrotreating of whole raw
shale oil because of the absence of FCC: gasoline and alkylate componenf-s.
Hydrogen consumed in hydrotreating of Coker distillate is
1,100 SCF/B, considerably lower than required for hydrotreating of whole raw
shale oil, 1,900 SCF/B. A new hydrogen manufacturing plant employing steam
reforming of a portion of the off-gas from the several refining units is
provided at a capacity of 53.6 x 106
 SCF/SD to supplement by-product hydrogen
from the existing naphtha reforming unit.
III.4.4 Production of Gas Turbine Fuel by Upgrading of
Modified In Situ Retorted Shale Oil
111.4.4.1 Severe Hydrotreating of Raw Shale oil followed
Fluid Catalytic Cracking of Residuum
A scheme for upgrading modified in situ (MIS) retorted shale oil in
an existing petroleum refinery based on an initial severe hydrotreating step
(Case 410) is very similar to the scheme charging surface retorted shale oil
(Case 3.10) and is shown in Figure 121-20. MIS shale oil contains signifi-
cantly less high-boiling fractions, has a lower density, and contains
significantly less nitrogen than Paraho surface retorted shale oil., 1.48
versus 2.199. Concentrations of sulfur and oxygen, 0.5% and 1.0%, respec-
tively, are also less than in Paraho shale oil, 0.66% and 1.16%,
respectively.
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Hydrogen consumed in hydrotreating MIS shale oil to produce a
residuum, 675 0 F+ 1 containing 0.19% nitrogen for acceptable FCC feedstock is
significantly lormFr, 1,1001 SCF/B, than for the surface retorted shiLle oil,
1,900 SCF/B. To produce the same yield of residuum to meet the capacity of
the existing FCC unit, the product distillation cut point is increased to
675 OF compared with 640°F for surface retorted shale. The yield of middle
distillate,, 375-675°F, from hydrotreating MIS shale oil is higher than the
yield of the 375-640°F middle distillate from hydrotreating surface retorted
shale oil, 52.2 versus 47.5 vol%. However, the yield of naphtha, C5-3750F,
from hydrotreatinq MIS shale oil is lower, 12.1 versus 18.1 vol%. This
results in a higher production of gas turbine fuel, 26,127 B/CD versus
21,869 B/CD, and a lower production of by-product gasoline, 25,807 B/CD versus
28,543 B/CD, for upgrading MIS shale oil compared with surface retorted shale
oil.
In Case 4.10, the 375-675°F middle distillate from hydrotreating MIS
shale oil is hydrotreated in a second-stage unit to ensure the production of a
thermally stable gas turbine fuel. A scheme has also been evaluated
(Case 4.20) in which the second-stage hydrotreating unit is not included.
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111.5 Gas Turbine Fuel Upgrading Costs OF POOR QUAUTY
Gas turbine fuel upgrading costs were calculated for a U.S. Gulf
Coast location in 1985. Prices for major petroleum products and electric
power are those forecast by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI). Crude oil prices were
based on tine DRI price forecast for imported crude. The price for propane LPG
was based in a relationship with No. 2 fuel oil price and prices for iso and
normal butanes on relationships with gasoline price. The price for ammonia
was based on the DRI price forecast for natural gas. The price for low-sulfur
coke was based on a projected price for charge stock for electrode manufacture
for the aluminum industry. The price for high-sulfur coke was based on its
fuel value. Prices for sulfur and benzene were escalated from current Gulf
Coast prices.
The investment for new facilities for upgrading including process
units, catalysts and royalties, storage tanks, utility units and Miscellaneous
off-sites plus 20% contingency were estimated for 1984, the mid-point of a
projected two-;rear construction period to enable start-up in 1985. Bases for
the investment and operating cost estimates are presented in Table III-A in
Appendix B. Labor and investment overhead factors for petroleum residual
upgrading plants are those employed by a major oil company for a large
refinery on the Gulf Coast. Corresponding factors for shale oil upgrading
plants are those employed by this oil company at a smaller Midwest refinery.
III.5.1 Costs for Upgrading of Residual from Low-Sulfur Crude Oil
The economics for upgrading vacuum bottoms from low-sulfur, South
Louisiana, crude oil for each of the seven schemes evaluated are presented in
Table III-1 in Appendix B. The net revenue, total revenue less total expense,
calculated for the Base Case refinery (Case 1.00) in which vacuum bottoms is
blended to low-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil is $728,743 x' 10 3/year, exclusive of
labor and investment burdens. This net revenue plus a profit of 30% before
tax on incremental investment are stipulated to be provided in each case for
s
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upgrading vacuum bottoms to gas turbine fuel. 	 Production of gas turbine fuel,
total plant investment for upgrading facilities, and the calculated price of
gas turbine fuel for each case are as follows:
Upgrading of South Louisiana Vacuum Bottoms to Gas Turbine Fuel
Incremental
	 Gas FuelTurbine
p
Investment, Price,
f	
E Case	 Description $106 (1984)	 B/CD $/B (1985)
tI
1.10 Decarbonizing 41 7,881 65.58
Eve
G'	 j' Coking + Hydrotreating
a 1.21 of C5-950°F Distillate 76 9,469 65.95
Coking + Hydrotreating
1.22 of 375-950°F Distillate 72 6,962 62.21
' lm Coking r Hydrotreating
r 1.23 of 650-950°F Gas Oil 67 3,433 46.43
t'
Moderate Severity
;S
1.31 Hydrodesulfurization 60 17,103 60.72
i
J
Intermediate Severity
1.32 Hydrodesulfurizaiton 62 16,830 60.67
-	 F
High Severity
1.33 Hydrodesulfurization 64 16,714 60.71
ii
3 * SF
j
j
4
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The prices calculated above for gas turbine fuel compare with 1985
6	 forecast prices for low-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil and No. 2 fuel oil of $56.03/B
and $68.65/B, respectively. Differentials in prices calculated for gas
turbine fuel over the forecast price for low-sulfur No. 6 fuel vary from
-$9.60/R in the scheme including coking of vacuum bottoms followed by hydro-
treating.of 650-950°F coker gas oil to $9.92/B in the scheme including coking
of vacuum bottoms followed by hydrotreating of total, C5-950°F, coker distil-
late. These price differentials constit"te upgrading costs which are
considerably less than the $12.62/B differential in price of No. 2 fuel oil
over low-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil.
Costs for upgrading low-sulfur vacuum bottoms to gas turbine fuel
have also been plotted as functions of vanadium, sulfur, and nitrogen contents
of this fuel in Figures III-21, III-22, and III-23, respectively, in
Appendix C. The primary objective in upgrading is reduction of trace metals
(vanadium) content, along with viscosity to the maximum specification for
No. 6 fuel oil or lower. Sulfur content is also simultaneously reduced
extensively in each scheme, except for that including decarbonizing. However,
no reduction in nitrogen content is achieved in any of these schemes. In the
case of delayed coking plus hydrotreating of 650-950 °F coker distillate, the
nitrogen content is actually ,increased over that in vacuum bottoms by concen-
tration in the coker heavy gas oil fraction.
As shown in the coking schemes, by-product credits obtained by
upgrading naphtha or furnace oil by-products in the existing refinery have a
very dramatic effect upon gas turbine fuel upgrading costs. The most favor-
able scheme economically includes coking of vacuum bottoms followed by
hydrotreating of naphtha and furnace oil-free, 650-950 °F, coker gas oil
(Case 1.23). The greatly increased gasoline production in this scheme from
upgradinq coker naphtha and from cracking of coker furnace oil, 375-650°F,
more than offsets the upgrading cost for gas turbine fuel, with the price of
this product calculated to be less than for No. 6 fuel oil, $46.43 versus
$56.03/B. However it should be noted that the production rate of gas turbine
fuel in this scheme is relatively low, 3,433 B/CD, and its price, which is
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calculated an the difference between large values, is sensitive to the
forecast prices of the several by-products and the the assumptions employed in
estimating investment and manufacturing expense*
it`. if the naphtha-free, 375-650 ,D F, taker distillate is hydrotroated to
gas turbine fuel # with cokor naphtha only upgraded ire the existing fac litias
(Cane 1,22)p the price of gau turbine fuel, $62.21/fi t is incriftaaad greatly
over diet from the scheme in which both coker naphtha and furnace oil are
upgraded. flowevort the price of gas turbine fuel in this case is still
siqnifioantly lower than when total cokor distillate is upgraded to gas
turbine fuel and no significant by-product credits are obtained, $GS.95/n,
Direct hydrodesulfurizabion of vacuum bottoms is the second most
Onvorable scheme of those evaluated for upqrndinq low-sulfur romilt Id I to4^	  	 1,	 gas
turbine fuel. The calculated price of gas turbine fuel in thin scheme, about
00.70/D, is essentially indopondont of hydrodosulfurization soverV.y. The
greater investment and operating cost for higher severity operation is offset
by increased No, 2 fuel oil by-produt,,t orodit obhainod as a result of the
reduced viscosity of Hit) dosulfurized product and the reduced furnace oil
requirement for blending to maximum viscosity specification. Thus, a gas
turbine fuel of higher quality with lower impurity concentrations can be
produced with no incronso in price by incronsinq the dosulfurization severity
level.
The prioo of tins turbine fuel produced by do-carbonizing of vacuum
bottoms, is approxiinntaly equal to th4t obtoinod in the scheme
incl"diftq (.•okinq plus hydrotroixtinq of total cokor distillate, $65.95/13. The
hiqhor investment and operating cost in the evoking schamia in offsat by a 20%
increase in gas turbine fuel production.	 However, the q,,ts turbine fuel
protluc,od in tho coking sebome is of higher quality # Lo., lower impuritias
concentrations
	
distillate range # comp4rod with thatns with A viscosity in tho di,
from decarbonizing, with a viscosity in the rosiiWal fuel oil range.
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III. 5.2	 Costs for Upgrading Residual from High-Sulfur Crude Oil
'	 The economics for upgrading vacuum bottoms from high-sulfur, Ceuta 3('
ti.	 crude to gas turbine fuel for each of the seven schemes evaluated are present -
^"	 ed in Table III-2.	 The net revenue calculated for the Base Case refinery in lEr
'	 which	 vacuum	 bottoms	 is	 blended	 to	 high-sulfur	 No. 6	 fuel	 oil	 is
$260,473 x 10 3 /year,	 exclusive	 of	 labor	 and	 investment burdens. 	 This	 net 7 t
revenue plus a profit of 30% before tax on incremental investment are stipu-
lated to be provided in each case for upgrading vacuum bottoms to gas turbine
t
Z	
,'
r"	 fuel.	 Production of gas turbine fuel, 	 total plant investment for upgrading(
^ M T
facilities, and the calculated price of gas turbine fuel for each case are as
'	 follows.
Upgrading of Ceuta (Venezuelan) Vacuum Bottoms toGas Turbine Fuel
Incremental	 Gas Turbine Fuel
Investment,	 Price,
t}
Case	 Description
	
$106 (1984)	 B/CD
	
$/B (1985) I'' -
2.10	 Decarbonizing	 126
	 19,392	 63.68
Coking + Hydrotreating i4
'	 2.21
	
of C5-950 ° F Distillate	 123
	 15 , 263	 69.79 G	 i
Coking + Hydrotreating
2.22	 of 375-950°F Distillate	 142
	 11 , 261	 70.45
Coking + ,Hydrotreating
2.23	 of 650-950°F Gas Ail 	 152	 5,418
	
69.85 ,!	 a
Moderate Severity
2.31	 Hydrodesulfurization	 245	 25,325	 62.76 r. k
`r•	 Intermediate Severity Fli p2.32	 Hydrodesulfurization	 255	 25 , 096	 63 . 31
'A
F:	 High Severity
.>;	 2.33	 Hydrodesulfurization	 271	 24,730	 64.16
Therices calculated above for
	 as turbine	 op	 g	 	 fuel c mpare with 1985
forecast prices for high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil and No. 2 fuel oil of $53.00/B
and $68 . 65/B,	 respectively.	 Upgrading costs,
	 which are the differentials in
i
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prices calculated for gas turbine fuel over the price forecast for high-sulfur
No. 6 fuel oil, vary from $9.76/B in the scheme including moderate severity
hydrodesulfurization to $17.45/B in the scheme including coking plus hydro-
treating of 375-950°F coker distillate.
Costs for upgrading high-sulfur vacuum bottoms to gas turbine fuel
are plotted as functions of vanadium, sulfur, and nitrogen contents of this
fuel in Figures III-24, III-25, and III-26, respectively in Appendix C.
Decarbonizing and hydrodesulfurization are equivalent economically in up-
grading high-sulfur vacuum bottoms to gas turbine fuel to a given vanadium,
sulfur, or nitrogen concentration. Hydrodesulfurization requires about double
the upgrading investment required for decarbonizing, but this is offset by a
30% increase in gas~ turbine fuel production rate. The cost of upgrading by
hydrodesulfurization increases only slightly over a wide range of vanadium
removal. However, it is not feasible with present-day desulfurization or
decarbonizing technology to reduce the vanadium concentration of gas turbine
fuel fron this high-metals residual below about 11 ppm.
The schemes, including coking of high-sulfur, high-metals vacuum
bottoms plus hydrotreating of coker distillate are capable of producing gas
turbine fuel containing essentially no trace metals However, the upgrading
costs are significantly greater than the price differential between No. 2 fuel
oil and high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil. The upgrading cost is essentially
independent of the boiling range of gas turbine fuel product, which is
contrary to that shown for upgrading low-sulfur residual. Higher by-product
credits from upgrading coker naphtha or furnace oil are offset by high costs
for new downstream refining units and for revamping of existing units.
Therefore, production of low-metals content gas turbine fuel from high-sulfur,
high-metals residual by this processing route is not economically justified.
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III.5 . 3 Costs for Upgrading Surface Retorted Shale Oil
(	 III.5 . 3.1 Severe Hydrotreating of Raw Shale Oil
followed bX Fluid. Catalytic Cracking of Residuum
The economics for upgrading surface retorted shale oil to gas
turbine fuel for each of two cases evaluated based on hydrotreating of raw
shale oil followed by FCC of residuum are presented in Table III -3. The net
revenue generated in the Base Case refinery charging South Louisiana crude oil
(Case 3 . 00) is calculated to be $181,021 x 10 3/year, exclusive of labor and
investment burdens. This net revenue plus 30 % prof,t on incremental invest-
ment was employed to calculate a price for raw shale oil for upgrading to
conventional petroleum products, primarily gasoline and No. 2 fuel oil, for
which price forecasts in 1985 have been obtained ( Case 3 . 01). The price of
raw shale is calculated on this basis to be $50.86/B and compares with a price
forecast for South Louisiana crude of $62.00/B.
Using the price of raw shale oil as calculated above, the price of
gas turbine fuel frcm the scheme including severe hydrotreating of raw shale
oil plus second-stage hydrotreating of the distillate product (Case 3.10) is
calculated to be $68.63/B. This price is only slightly less than that for
No. 2 fuel oil, $68.65 /B, and reflects the elimination of additives for No. 2
fuel oil. Otherwise, the quality and properties of gas turbine fuel are
identical with those for No. 2 fuel oil.
If second-stage hydrotreating of distillate is eliminated in the
above scheme on the assumption that it will not be required for production of
stable gas turbine fuel, or that gum-forming tendency can be passivated by
chemical additives ( Case 3 .20), the investment and operating costs for
upgrading are significantly reduced, with price of gas turbine fuel reduced to
$65.93/B, $2.72/B less than the price of No. 2 fuel oil.
V c
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'	 111.5.3.2. Delayed Coking of Raw Shale Oil plus
Hydrotreating of Coker Distillate
iC	 M
The shale oil upgrading scheme with coking as the initial processing
step	 (Case 3.30)	 requires	 a	 total	 plant	 investment,	 as	 shown	 also	 in
Table III-3,	 of only 75% of that for the scheme with severe hydrotreating as
the initial processing step (Case 3.20).	 Fuel, power, chemicals, and catalyst
consumptions	 are	 also	 greatly	 reduced.	 This	 results	 from the much milder
operating conditions	 required	 in hydrotreating cokes distillate to a given
nitrogen	 content	 along with	 greatly	 reduced	 hydrogen	 consumption,	 compared
with hydrotreating whole raw shale oil.	 Also,	 hydrotreating in the coking
scheme is intentionally designed for lower severity operation to produce a gas
{
Gturbine fuel having a higher nitrogen content of 0.38, since there is no need
to	 meet	 the	 lower	 nitrogen	 requirement	 for	 FCC	 feedstock.	 However,	 the
reduction in operating costs is much more than offset by the large loss in by-
product	 gasoline	 resultinq	 frew	 shutting	 down	 of	 the	 existing	 FCC	 and
'i alkylation units.	 Also,	 not withstanding that these units are shut down in
this scheme,	 the net revenue generated in the 11ase Case in which these units
M are	 in	 operation	 is	 stipulated	 to	 be	 provided	 in	 the	 gas	 turbine	 fuel
upgrading scheme.	 The result is that the price of gas turbine .fuel obtained
by upgrading shale oil	 by coking plus	 hydrotreating escalates	 to $85.58/8,
w° which is $16.93/B greater than the price of No. 2 fuel oil.	 Thus, upgrading
G of raw shale oil by coking plus hydrotreating in an existing refinery in which
raw shale oil replaces the normal crude charge is not economically feasible,
l^ TII.5.4	 Costs for upgrading MIS Shale Oil
r	
}
} 1 Economics for upgrading MIS shale oil in an existing refinery based
on initial severe hydrotreating to meet FCC feedstock requirements (Cases 4.10
',.:. and	 4.20)	 are	 presented	 in	 Table III-4.	 To	 provide	 the	 same net	 revenue
generated	 in	 the	 Base	 Case	 refinery	 charging	 South	 Louisiana crude	 oil,
tf $181,021 x	 10 3 /year,	 the	 required	 price	 for	 raw	 MIS	 shale	 oil to produce
IJ conventional.	 petroleum	 products	 is	 calculated	 to	 be	 $53.81/B. The higher
price for MIS shale oil compared with the calculated price of surface retorted
y
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shale oil, $50.86/B, results largely from the much lower hydrogen consumption
in hydrotreating MIS shale oil and the attendant lower investment and
operating costs.
Based on the calculated price of raw MIS shale oil, the price
calculated for gas turbine fuel including initial high severity hydrotreating
to produce FCC feedstock followed by second-stage hydrotreating of distillate
is $58.63/B, the same as in the scheme for surface retorted shale oil. As
pointed out previously, this price is only slightly lower than that of No. 2
'	 fuel oil because of the elimination of additives for the latter fuel. if
f^ second-stage hydrotreating of distillate is not provided (Case 4.20) the price
of gas turbine fuel is reduced to $66.04/B, which is similar to the price of
$65.93/B calculated for the corresponding scheme upgrading surface retorted
shale oil.
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111.6 Conclusions
Petroleum residuals or raw shale oil can be upgraded economically in
representative existing petroleum refineries to produce high-duality gas
turbine fuels. A low-sulfur petroleum residual can be upgraded to gas turbine
fuel containing less than 1 ppm vanadium by decarbonizing, by delayed coking
plus hydrotreating of coker distillate, or by hydrodesulfurization. Upgrading
cost, the calculated price of gas turbine fuel less the forecast price of low-
sulfur No. 6 fuel oil, for 1985 ranges from -$9.60/B to $9.92/B of gas turbine
fuel product. These costs are lower than the differential between prices for
No. 2 fuel oil and low-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil products.
A negative value for upgrading cost, in which the calculated price
for gas turbine fuel is less than the price for No. 6 fuel oil, is obtained
N
for the scheme including coking of vacuum bottoms followed by hydrotreating of
t	 650=950°F cokes gas oil to gas turbine fuel. By-product credits from the
'	 additional gasoline produced by reforming of coker naphtha and catalytic
cranking of coker furnace oil in existing refinery units more than offset
d	 costs for upgrading.
Hydrodesulfurization of low-sulfur vacuum bottoms is more favorable
economically than decarbonizing, coking plus hydrotreating of total coker
distillate, C5-h50°F, or coking plus hydrotreating of naphtha--free coker
distillate, 375-950°F. This results from the higher production rate of gas
turbine fuel by hydrodesulfurization with no degradation of liquid to coke or
asphalt.
j	 A high-sulfur, high-metals petroleum residual can be upgraded
a 
economically to a gas turbine fuel containing as low as 11 ppn vanadium, about
0.25 wt% sulfur, and about 0.30 wt% nitrogen by decarbonizing or hydrodesul-
furization. Upgrading costs, calculated prices of gas turbine fuel less price
of high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil, are in the range of $9.76/B to 11.16/B and are
lower than the differential between prices for No. 2 fuel oil and high-sulfur
No. 6 fuel oil. Fuels containing lower vanadium concentrations can not be
?	 produced from this high-metals feedstock by these processes using current
.
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technology. Advanced technology for hydrodesulfurization r,f heavy oils is
f	 currently under development which could result in production of gas turbine
fuels having lower metals contents and/or at lower costs.
Essentially metals-free gas turbine fuels can be produced from high-
sulfur, high-metals residuals by coking followed by hydrotreating of coker
distillate. However, upgrading costs exceed the price differential between
No. 2 fuel oil and high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oil products, which therefore render
this scheme economically infeasible.
Raw shale oil produced by surface or modified in situ retorting can
be upgraded to high quality gas turbine fuel in a representative existing
petroleum refinery by hydrotreating at high severity to produce a residuum
suitable for charge to the existing FCC unit. Gas turbine fuel comprises the
middle distillate fraction from hydrotreating followed, if necessary, by
second-stage hydrotreating to ensure thermal stability. calculated prices of
gas turbine fuel are about equal to, or about $2.70/B lower than, the price of
No. 2 fuel oil, depending on whether second-stage hydrotreating of middle
distillate is provided or"not.
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The feedstocks and processing options which have been examined in
this task by means of complete grass-roots processing facilities are as
follows:
Feedstock
Eastern Coal Liquid
(SRC-IT)
Western Coal Liquid
(H-Coal)
Surface Retorted Shale Oil
(Paraho)
Modified In Situ Shale Oil
(Occidental)
Low-Sulfur Petroleum
Residual
(South Louisiana)
High-Sulfur Petroleum
Residual
( Ceuta)
Hydrotreating @ 3	 5010,5020,5030
Severities
Coking plus Hydrotreating
	 5040
Hydrotreating @ 3
	 6010,6020,6030
Severities
Coking plus Hydrotreating
	 6040
Processing Option Case Number(s)
Distillate Hydrotreating 1010,1011,1020,1030
@ 3 Severities
With and Without 2010,2020
Hydrotreating
Whole Oil Hydrotreating 3010,3011,3020,3030
@ 3 Severities w/Diesel Fuel
Whole Oil Hydrotreating 301A,302A,303A
@ 3 Severities wo/Diesel Fuel
Coking plus Hydrotreating 3040,3050,3060
@ 3 Severities
Whole oil Hydrotreating 4020,402A
i
f
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NEW REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUEL
IV. 1 Summary
The costs of manufacturing gas turbine fuels of varying qualities
from coal liquids, shale oils and petroleum residual oils in grass-roots
facilities specifically designed for this purpose have been developed for the
year 1985. Wherever applicable, they have been evaluated in the context of
two distinct refining strategies: one in which impurities are removed to
various levels while retaining essentially the same boiling range as the
feedstock in order to maximize the product volume available as gas turbine
fuel; and the other in which the boiling range of the feedstock is changed in
order to make impurity removal more facile.
IV. 1.1 Summary of Cases
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OF POOR QUALITY,
In addition, pricing cases have been developed for the four syncrude
feedstocks in order to establish market values for each of them as raw mater-
ials for the manufacture of transportation fuels. The economic summaries for
all of these cases are presented in Tables IV-1 to IV-9, and block flow dia-
grams for each case are shown in Figures IV-1 to IV-30. They are shown in
sufficient detail so that the forecast feedstock values, product prices and
cost factors can be revised and the gas turbine fuel prices can be recalcu-
lated for different time periods and/or inflation rates.
As described in greater detail in Sections IV. 2 and IV. 3, a fore-
cast 1985 total cost has been developed for the gas turbine fuel in each
case. It is the price which gives a 30% return on total capital before taxes
with the raw material at its estimated market value and the by-products at
1
market prices as forecast by DRI for 1985.
Even in a grass-roots facility designed so that gas turbine fuel is
the primary product, there will also be a range of by-products produced
depending on the nature of the feedstock and the type of processing. Hence, a
simple tabulation of the total manufacturing expenses is not necessarily a
good indicator of the relative costs of manufacturing gas turbine fuels, since
the costs of manufacturing by-products, such as LPG, gasoline, diesel fuel and
heavy fuel oil, are interrelated with the turbine fuel treating costs. This
must be taken into account when interpreting the results.
IV. 1.2 General Observations
The fuel quality/processing cost relationships developed in Task IV
are used in Task V in the integration and evaluation 'of alternative paths from
the raw materials to electric power generation. Within Task IV, the following
general observations can be made:
45
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01.	 Hydrotreating generally results in a lower-cost,	 though higher-boiling,
m
I
gas turbine fuel than coking plus hydrotreating of the Coker distillate to {`
comparable purity levels.
	
However, for removal of trace mt-tals, particu-
-'	 laxly	 from	 high-metals	 petroleum	 residual	 oils,	 cokiry	 followed	 by }' 9
hydrotreating is more effective, although at a higher cost. + if
2.	 The	 increased	 expense of hydrotreating at higher severities is somewhat`
offset by increased by-product credits, generally resulting from concomi-
tant conversion to lighter by-products. 'j
6L
1{
i[j
R	 3.	 As	 expected,	 western	 coal	 liquid	 is	 less	 expensive	 than	 eastern	 coal i	 1
liquid to treat to a comparable purity level, and MIS shale oil is less
expensive to treat than	 surface	 retorted	 shale oil„	 However,	 if each 4
feedstock is costed at its estimated market value, these differences are cd ji	 I
offset by the higher market values of western coal liquid and MIS shale
oil. «1
4.	 The shale oils are generally more expensive than the coal liquids to treat
to comparable purity levels.
C^ }
k	 5.	 Higher quality and less expensive gas turbine fuels can be produced from a `^ E
low-sulfur petroleum residuum than from a high-sulfur petroleum residuum E
when	 both	 feedstocks	 are priced	 on	 the basis	 of viscosity and	 sulfur
'.t
content._
G.	
IV. 2	 Basis of Calculations
i
The basis	 for each case in Task IV is a complete new 1985
	 grass-
,y
j	 A
roots	 refinery designed	 specifically	 to	 convert a	 syncrude or a petroleum ^x
residual oil into refined products, primarily gas turbine fuel.
	 Each one is j
conceptually a stand-alone facility at an undefined location, designed to be ;{
self-sufficient in fuel, steam, and hydrogen plant feedstock and to purchase E
only	 electric	 power	 (generally less than 10 MW) and fresh water.
	 It is not
^pp
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presumed that these facilities are located near their respective raw material
converting facilities. Thus no ^: , cedit has been taken for any possible syner-
gistic effects such as availability of outside fuel, hydrogen plant feedstock
or heat energy.
With the exception of Cases 5010-5030 (South Louisiana vacuum
bottoms), refinery fuel consists of process off-gas supplemented by treated
heavy liquids. In Cases 5010--()30, low-sulfur vacuum bottoms is used
directly. For hydrogen plant feedstock when there is insufficient refinery
off-gas available, both steam-reforming of treated light liquids and partial
oxidation of raw heavy liquids were evaluated for one coal liquid case and one
shale oil case. The option resulting in the lowest gas turbine, fuel price
(steam reforming in both cases) was used for that and all other cases.
The economic evaluation factors used in Task IV are for the most
part identical to those used in Task II and described in Table III-A. The
only differences from Task III are those which result from a grass-roots
facility versus additions to an existing refinery, as follows:
1. Investment is provided for all required process, tankage and utility
facilities.
2. Miscellaneous off-sites are estimated as 33-1/31; of process plus tankage
investment instead of 25%.
3. Working capital is included.
4. Gasoline is produced in the form of an unleaded blending component,
pressurized only to the extent of available butanes and priced on an
octane-barrel basis, rather than an average pool gasoline.
In each case, the grass-roots facility was sized to handle the
expected output of one commercial scale raw material upgrading facility or one
petroleum refinery. This was projected to be 66,600 B/CD of coal liquids,
1	 47
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50,000 R/CD of shale oil, 12,500 B/CD of vacuum bottoms from low-sulfur crude
oil and 21,500 B/CD from high-sulfur crude oil. The choice of a specific
feedstock within each category was based primarily' on the availability of
refinery processing data.
As in Task III, petroleum product prices are based on Data Resources
Incorporated l s Case CONTROL0880 for the year 1985, as are the electricity
price and the natural gas price from which the ammonia price was estimated.
All r-ther investment and operating cost factors were escalated to 1985 at
projected inflation rates.
IV. 3 Feedstock Pricing
In determining the potential 1985 costs of gas turbine fuels of
varying qualities from various feedstocks, it is necessary to find a way to
develop these costs in a manner such that they will be meaningful relative to
the forecast 1985 prices for conventional petroleum products as well as to
each other. The single most significant component of that cost is the feed-
stock price.
The price (or value or cost) of each syncrude or petroleum residual
feedstock affects the quality versus cost relationship for that feedstock,
since varying portions of it are consumed in the upgrading process as fuel and
as hydrogen plant feedstock. In addition, the price of each feedstock is
particularly important to any comparison of resulting gas turbine fuel costs
from different feedstocks.
However, any attempt to estimate the cost of producing coal liquids
or shale oils frcan their raw materials would necessarily have a great deal of
uncertainty attached to it, as well as being beyond the scope of this study.
The problem of developing meaningful gas turbine fuel costs, which
are greatly dependent on very uncertain feedstock costs, was resolved by
determining a potential market value for each of the syncrude feedstocks as
raw materials for a grass-roots facility manufacturing transportation fuels,
y
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which are valued at the prices forecast for these conventional petroleum 	 j
products. It is assumed that this will be the primary use for these syncrudes
and will therefore set the market. These estimated market values are then 	
ii
used as the raw material costs for the subsequent cases pr r ducing gas turbine	 s
fuels of varying dualities in grass-roots facilities designed specifically for
that purpose. Thus, the resulting gas turbine fuel prices used in the
quality/cost relationships have a certain degree of absolute as well as rela-
tive meaning in comparison to the forecast prices of conventional petroleum
products.
The Flow diagrams for the four syncrude pricing cases are shown in
Figures IV-1 to IV-4, and the economic summaries are presented in Table IV-1.
Ali four of the pricing cases begin with high-severity hydrotreating, followed 	 j
by naphtha pretreating ( where required) and catalytic reforming to produce an	 i
average 1585 pool gasoline with a road octane number of 89.3 at a maximum of
u0.27 cc 7?EL/gallon. The two coal liquids cases produce distillate products
from the 'remaining hydrotreated oil. The two shale oil cases include a second
hydrotreatinq of the distillate product in order to produce a diesel fuel of
sufficient stability to meet thediesel specifications. The two shale oil
cases also include fluid catalytic cracking and HF alkylation to increase
gasoline yield by conversion of the hydrotreated bottoms.
The two petroleum residuals under consideration, the 1000 0E vacuum
bottoms from South Louisiana and Ceuta crudes, were priced as components of
low-sulfur and high-sulfur No. 6 fuel oils, respectively, on a viscosity
basis. Each one was cut to a viscosity of 200 SrS at 122 0 F with a representa-
tive cutter stock of 35 0 API, 0.15 wt% sulfur a-A 34 SUS at 100 0 r. The cutter
stock was .priced at the forecast 1985 U . S. average wholesale price for No. 2
1
	 fuel oil ($68.65/S), and the No. 6 fuel oil blends were priced at $56.03/8 for
I
	
low-sulfur and $53.00/B for high-sulfur fuel oil.
The resulting estimated 1985 market values at the refinery gate for
all six etas turbine fuel feedstocks, consistent with the petroleum prices
forecast being used in this study, are as follows:
49
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Eastern Coal Liquid
	 $51.70/B
Western Coal Liquid
	 $62.70/B	 q;
Surface Retorted Shale Oil
	 $53.90/B
	
t
MIS Shale Oil
	 $58600/B
1
South Louisiana Vacuum Bottoms
	 $49„02/B
Ceuta Vacuum Bottoms
	 $45.44/B
feedstocks. It merely establishes a reasonable refinery gate market value
This exercise is not intended to be a definitive evaluation of these 	 U
^a
consistent with the petroleum product price forecast from, which representative
A
r,igas turbine fuel costs can be generated.
1
IV. 4	 Description of Cases
ttIV. 4-1	 Upgrading of Eastern Coal Lic+aid to Gas Turbine Fuel	 i ! §.
IV. 4.1.1 Impurities Removal
For the refining strategy of impurities removal, hydrotreating of
SRC-II distillate at three different severity levels was used to show the
effect of quality versus cost. "he hydrotreating severity used in the SRC-II	 i
pricing case (Case 1000) to manufacture on-test jet fuel was much higher than 	
4 1+
would be required to examine even the highest purity level of interest to the
economic manufacture of gas turbine fuel from SRC-II liquid. It was based on 	
3 {S 1
'..a high severity run on 400°F+ SRC-II distillate by Chevron Research Company 
r
and produced a hydrotreated distillate of less than 1 ppm nitrogen and about
50 ppm each of sulfur and oxygen. This is much greater than the purity level
of interest in Task IV. Hence, for the gas turbine fuel product cases,
processing estimates were developed by GR&DC for three lower severity opera-
tions which covered the range of 0.3-0.7 wt% nitrogen in the distillate
product (Cases 1010-1030).„.
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As in the pricing case, the SRC-II naphtha is hydrotreated
separately to prepare a suitable feedstock for catalytic reforming. Since the
SRC-II distillate hydrotreatinq is much less severe than in the pricing case,
the naphtha,^ r1	 p	 by-product is further hydrotreated in the same naphtha hydro-
, treater. The hydrotreated CS
-1800F light gasoline plus the C5+ reformate are
blended and shown as an unleaded gasoline component which meets the minimum
expected road octane number specification for 1985 of 87.0.
i	 IV. 4.1,.2 Hydrogen Manufacture
The catalytic reforming unit provides about 1/3 to 1/4 of the
hydrogen required for both the naphtha and the distillate hydrotreaters. Two
approaches were examined for manufacturing the supplemental hydrogen from in-
plant raw materials:	 steam reforming of hydrotreated light gasoline and
eta naphtha; and partial oxidation of raw SRC-II distillate. Partial oxidation is
a more expensive process, both in its initial investment and in its operating
costs, but this is offset by being able to use a lower-valued feedstock, inR-
this case raw SRC-II distillate instead of primarily hydrotreated naphtha, a
m^
gasoline precursor.
The lowest severity SRC-II distillate hydrotreating case was devel-
oped with both stean! reforming (Case 1010) and partial oxidation (Case 1011)
P
as the processes for manufacturing hydrogen. r?rom the economic summary shown
in Table IV-2, the incremental total capital requirement for the partial
oxidation case relative to the steam reforming case is $76.62 million, and the
is 
incremental return on total capital at the same turbine fuel price as in
Case 1010 would be 13.9%, which is below the established criterion of 30%
return on total capital before taxes. At 30% return, the turbine fuel cost is
$57.75/B in Case 1011 versus $57.09/B in Case 1010.
?F
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On this basis, steam reforming of hydrotreated light gasoline and
naphtha was selected as the hydrogen manufacturing process for all of the coal
liquid cases requiring supplemental hydrogen. Under the project precept of
directi,lg the raw material primarily 'toward gas turbine use, the steam reform-
ing case has the additional advantage of not using a turbine fuel precursor'
and therefore showing a higher yield of gas turbine fuel than the correspond-
ing partial oxidation case.
IV. 4.1.3 Extensive Alteration of the Boiling Point Range
The liquid products resulting from the direct liquefaction of both
eastern and western coals by the thre:- principal coal liquefaction processes
are already relatively low-boiling materials. Hence the strategy of refinery
conversion processing to extensively alter the boiling point range of these
materials would make economic sense only for the manufacture of lighter
products such as gasoline or jet fuel and was not evaluated for the manufac-
ture of gas turbine fuels.
IV. 4.2 Upgrading of Western Coal Liquid to Gas Turbine Fuel
The western coal liquid for which refinery processing data are most
readily available is H-Coal of Wyodak coal, which is being studied extensively
by Chevron Research Company 2,3 though once again in the context of manufactur-
ing primarily transportation fuels.
The representative western coal liquid is very light and the raw
350°F+ distillate fraction already meets the minimum sulfur, nitrogen and
trace-metal purity levels of interest in Task IV. However, the raw distillate
is reported to have very poor oxygen stability, although hydrotreated western
coal liquid has excellent oxidation stability.
Hence, two gas turbine fuel cases have been evaluated for the
western coal liquid from H-Coal of Wyodak coal: one in which only the C5-350°F
naphtha is hydrotreated for subsequent catalytic reforming of the 180-350°F
cut into unleaded gasoline (Case 2010); and one in which the whole liquid is
52
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hydrotreated and fractionated into light gasoline, naphtha for catalytic
reforming and a 350°F+ distillate for gas turbine fuel (Case 2020). The raw
distillate from Case 2010, while meeting the impurities criteria of Task IV,
may not be a suitable gas turbine fuel because of stability problems.
IV. 4.3 Upgrading of Surface Retorted Shale Oil to Gas Turbine Fuel
Unlike coal liquids, the shale oils are generally higher boiling
y	 materials. Surface retorted shale oils contain a relatively small amount of
t^
naphtha, typically only 5-10 volume percent, and a relatively large amount of
bottoms, typically 60-70 volume percent. The physical characteristics of
shale oils are closer to those of petroleum liquids, although they are
generally higher in sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and arsenic contents. Because of
these characteristics, the manufacturing of gas turbine fuels by both
.m	 impurities removal and extensive alteration of the boiling point range are
relevant in the case of shale oils.
IV. 4.3.1 Impurities Removal
The evaluation of surface retorted shale oil is based primarily on
Chevron Research Company's work on the processing of Paraho shale oil. 4 The
_ impurities removal refining strategy is examined by starting with hydrotreat-
ing of de-ashed whole shale oil, followed by hydrotreater product fractiona-
tion. Since the Chevron work was aimed primarily toward the manufacture of
transportation fuels from shale oil, the level of hydrotreating severity
examined by them was determined by the requirement to produce a feedstock for
further conversion processing that would not deactivate fluid catalytic crack-
ing or hydrocracking catalysts. In the present analysis, this level was taken
as the most severe hydrotreating operation and two lower levels of hydrotreat-
ing were estimated by GR&DC in order to establish the fuel quality versus
processing cost relationship.
r
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After the initial whole shale oil hydrotreating step, there are
still two possible approaches to gas turbine fuel production via impurities
removal. One approach, applied in Cases 3010-3030, is to further hydrotreat a
350-650°F distillate cut from the initial h drotreatin step in order to meetY'	 g	 ^
product stability requirements for diesel fuel and to consider the 61,0°F+
bottoms cut as the gas turbine fuel. 	 I
An	 alternative	 approach,	 in the	 context of	 a facility	 directed
primarily toward the preparation of gas turbine fuel, would be to consider the
entire 350 °F+ bottoms cut as a gas turbine fuel.	 This approach results in up
to 92% conversion of shale oil into gas turbine fuel. The relative yields and
qualities of gas turbine fuels which could be produced by these two approaches
at the same three severity levels is shown below.
Whole Paraho Shale Oil Hydrotreating
Hydrotreating Severity Moderate Intermediate
E
High
650 °F+ to Gas Turbine Fuel: Case 3010 Case 3020 Case 3030
Yield, Vol% 45.3 41.2 35.2
Gravity, °API 25.0 27.0 29.0
Nitrogen, wt% 0.50 0.30 0.19
Sulfur, wt% 0.05 0.04 0.012
350 °F+ to Gas Turbine Fuel: Case 301A Case 302A Case 303A
Yield, Vol% 92.7 92.3 88.9
Gravity, OAPI 29.9 32.8 34.2
Nitrogen, wt% 0.54 0.34 0.11
Sulfur, wt% 0.03 0.02 0.007	 w
N
In	 addition	 to	 significantly
R
increasing the yield of gas turbine
fuel, inclusion of the 350-650°F distillate fraction results in a gas turbine
r
fuel	 of	 higher	 API	 gravity	 and	 lower sulfur	 content,	 but	 slightly	 higher
nitrogen content.
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IV. 4.3.2 Hydrogen Manufacture
In all of these Paraho shale oil hydrotreating cases, the volume of
naphtha and lighter material which could be converted to a gasoline by-product
is not increased substantially by the hydrotreating step. Whether or not any
gasoline by-product is produced would depend on the approach taken for th?
manufacture of the required hydrogen.
As in the case of eastern coal liquids, two approaches to hydrogen
manufacture were examined for the moderate-severity hydrotreating case: steam
reforming of hydrotreated light gasoline and naphtha (Case 3010) and partial
oxidation of raw Paraho shale oil (Case 3011). The results were similar to
those for the eastern coal liquid - the more expensive partial oxidation
hydrogen plant, despite requiring a less valuable feedstock, showed an incre-
mental return of only 14.3% on the incremental total capital at the same
turbine fuel price, which is also below the established criterion of 30%
return on total capital before taxes. At 30% return, the turbine fuel cost is
$74.86/B in Case 3011 versus $73.46 in Case 3010. Thus, steam reforming of
hydrotreated light gasoline and naphtha was used in all of the Paraho shale
oil hydrotreating schemes.
With hydrogen manufacture requiring 3,614-5,503 B/CD of light gaso-
line and naphtha, there was only 103-2,130 B/CD of hydrotreated naphtha left
for possible conversion to gasoline via further hydrotreating and catalytic
reforming. Further hydrotreating is required to reduce the nitrogen content
of the naphtha cut to a level acceptable for catalytic reforming. These
volumes were deemed to be too small for construction of pretreating and
reforming units, so that except for Case 3011 (hydrogen manufacture by partial
oxidation of raw shale oil), no gasoline by-product is produced. The surplus
naphtha is shown as naphtha by-product at the forecast distillate price.
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Iv. 4.3.3 Extensive Alteration of the Boiling Point Range
A number of approaches for altering the boiling range of Paraho
shale oil have been presented in the literature, primarily in the context of
maximizing the production of gasoline, jet :fuel and diesel fuel. The follow-
ing three routes were examined by Chevron Research Company:4
1. whole shale oil hydrotreating followed by fluid catalytic cracking of
the hydrotreated 650 °F+ bottoms.
2. Whole shale oil hydrotreating followed by hydrocracking of the
650-850°F heavy gas oil.
3. Delayed coking of the whole shale oil followed by hydrotreating of
the C5+ c.oker distillate.
The first two routes significantly increased the production of
gasoline and jet fuel, while the third route maximized diesel fuel/No. 2 fuel
oil production. Since the third route showed the lowest capital and operating
costs and also gave the highest yield of potential gas turbine fuel, this
route was chosen for the quality versus cost analysis for extensive alteration
of the boiling point range in a grass-roots facility.
The processing schemes evaluated. in Cases 3040-3060 consist of
delayed coking of whole Paraho shale oil, using the Chevron Research Company
data, followed by hydrotreating of the C 5+ coker distillate at each of three
different severity levels. The hydrotreated oil is fractionated into a
C5- 180°F light gasoline, a 180-350°F naphtha, a 350-650°F distillate cut for
gas turbine fuel, and a 650°F+ bottoms for supplemental refinery liquid fuel.
Surplus bottoms is shown as a low-sulfur heavy fuel oil product.
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The high severity level operation (Case 3060)	 is based directly on
Chevron's	 coker	 distillate	 hydrotreating	 data	 and	 also	 includes	 a	 second f
hydrotreating step for further nitrogen removal to enhance product stability.
Cases 3040	 and 3050	 are based on moderate and intermediate severity hydro- t`
treating operations	 estimated by GR&DC	 and do not include a second hydro-
^.
treating step.	 The stability of the turbine .fuels from these operations would
need to be verified. ,E
Unlike the hydrotreating-only schemes	 (Cases 3010-303A),	 all three
coking plus hydrotreating cases produce sufficient refinery gas for hydrogen (	 i
plant feed and fuel and sufficient naphtha to make pretreating and catalytic
reforming for gasoline production worthwhile. 	 These cases also produce 950- a
5,450 B/CD of low-sulfur heavy fuel oil surplus to refinery fuel requirements.
7
IV. 4.4	 Upgrading of Modified In Situ Shale Oil to Gas Turbine Fuel
I}
A modified in situ	 (MIS)	 shale oil could be evaluated in the same
e: manner as the surface retorted shale oil. 	 However, there are very few data
available on the refinery processing of MIS shale oil, so estimates had to be
9
made on the basis of existing data on surface retorted shale oil with adjust-
ments for the known differences in these syncrudes.
	 For these estimates, a
4
23.1° API Occidental Petroleum Corp. 	 shale oil of 1.4%	 nitrogen, 0.5% sulfur
and 1.0% oxygen was used as the representative MIS shale oil. 'E
Since the MIS estimates were patterned on the Paraho data and
estimates, only one pair of complete grass-roots refinery schemes were
developed for MIS shale oil, as Cases 4020 and 402A, which correspond to the
Paraho Cases 3020 and 302A - intermediate severity hydrotreating with and
without the 350-650°F distillate included in the gas turbine fuel.
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IV. 4.5 Upgrading of Low-Sulfur Petroleum
Residual Oil to Gas Turbine Fuel
Four cases have been evaluated on the basis of a hypothetical grass-
roots facility designed to upgrade the vacuum tower bottoms from South
Louisiana crude to gas turbine fuel. Cases 5010-5030 examine the refining
strategy of impurities removal by means of hydrotreating units designed to
reduce the vanadium content in the feedstock from 8.4 ppn to 1.7, 0.7 and less
than 0.1 ppm, respectively, along with corresponding reductions in nitrogen
and sulfur contents. Case 5040 examines the refining strategy of extensive
alteration of the boiling point range by means of delayed coking of the vacuum
tower bottoms, followed by hydrotreating of the C 5-950°F coker distillate.
In all four cases, the hydrotreating _yields are based on GR&DC
estimates. In the impurities removal cases, the required hydrogen is manufac-
tured by partial oxidation of the vacuum tower bottoms feedstock. In the
coking plus hydrotreating case, there are sufficient light hydrocarbons in the
coker off-gas to manufacture the required hydrogen. Raw bottoms is used as
the supplemental plant fuel in Cases 5010-5030, and coker off-gas is more than
sufficient for plant fuel in Case 5040.
The viscosity of the C5+ product from the hydrotreating units in
Cases 5010-5030 is too high for even a residual turbine fuel (120,000-220,000
cSt at 100 0F). In each case it is cut back with a representative No. 2 fuel
oil product to 1100 cSt at 100°F.
IV. 4.6 Upgrading of High-Sulfur Petroleum
Residual Oil to Gas Turbine Fuel
Four cases have been evaluated for upgrading a high-sulfur, high-
metals petroleum residual oil to gas turbine fuel in a hypothetical grass-
roots facility. The vacuum tower bottoms from Ceuta crude was chosen as
representative of this type of feedstock. Hydrotreating of Ceuta vacuum tower
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bottoms to reduce its vanadium content from 540 ppm to 59, 35 and 12 ppm were
examined in Cases 6010, 6020 and 6030, respectively. Delayed coking followed
by hydrotreating of the coker distillate to take the metals content down to
essentially zero was evaluated in Case 6040.
The processing arrangements for these cases are the same as the
corresponding cases for South Louisiana vacuum tower bottoms.
IV. 5 Discussion of Results
IV. 5.1 Gas Turbine Fuels from Coal Liquids
Trace metals are not significant in the coal liquids. The major
impurities are nitrogen and oxygen. The three levels of SRC-II distillate
hydrotreating severity produce gas turbine fuels of 0.70, 0.50 and 0.30 wt%
nitrogen. They are in the heavy distillate range and have total costs of
$57.09-65.79/B compared with 1985 forecast prices of $56.03/B for low-sulfur
heav=y fuel oil and $68.65/B for petroleum distillates. The higher costs of
the better quality gas turbine fuels are offset somewhat by the increased
production of by-products, as shown in the following costs calculated from ;he
economic summaries in Table IV-2.
Case
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, Wt%
Turbine Fuel Yield, Vol% Syncrude
$/B of SRC-II Liquid
Total Mfg. Expense, incl. ROI
Total By-Product Credit
Incremental Total Expense
Incremental By-Product Credit
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
1010 1020 1030
0.70 0.50 0.30
69.78 65.39 60.62
13.00 15.19 19.80
24.86 28.25 31.62
Base +2.19 +6.80
Base +3.39 +6.76
57.09 59.10 65.79
Base +2.01 +8.70
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The higher expenses at the higher severities are offset by higher
by-product credits, but these come at the cost of turbine fuel yield resulting
in net increases in the costs of gas turbine fuels as quality increases.
For the western coal liquid, the raw 350°F+ distillate frcm H-Coal
of Wyodak coal is 0.26% nitrogen and 0.07 wt% sulfur. Hydrotreating this
material  at relatively mild conditions reduces both the nitrogen and the
sulfur contents to less than 1 ppm and converts a significant portion of the
350*F+ distillate fraction to naphtha and lighter. A summary comparison of
the two cases (H-Coal distillate with and without hydrotreating), based on the
economic summary shown in Table IV-3, is shown below.
Case 2010 2020
l j,
u
7{;
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, wt% 0.26 <0.0001 f
u
Turbine Fuel. Yield, Vol% Syncrude 55.83 42.27
$/B of H-Coal Liquid
Total Mfg. Expense, incl. Rol 6.58 13.04 f
Total By-Product Credit 33.82 45.34
Incremental Total Expense Base +6.46 7
Incremental By-Product Credit Base +11.52
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B 63.52 71.93
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B Base +8.41
^u
The expense of hydrotreating the distillate is partially offset by
conversion of part of it to gasoline,	 which mitigates the cost increase for
the gas turbine fuel.
^z
.1 Y•
IV. 5.2	 Gas Turbine Fuels From Shale Oils
s%
For the three levels of whole Paraho shale oil hydrotreating, two
possible approaches to gas turbine fuel are considered at each severity.
Cases 3010-3030 have a second hydrotreating step for the 350-650°F distillate
to produce a stable, on-test diesel fuel product at $68.65/8. The hydro-
treated 650°F+ bottoms streams from the three cases are light residual-range
materials-with very low sulfur contents (0.01-0.05 wt%), but their calculated
costs •are higher than the forecast petroleum distillate price, as shown in the
following table developed from the economic summaries in Table IV-4.
J
`	
k
r
}
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301A 302A 303A
0.54 0.34 0.11
92.68 92.31 88.90
18.64
9.26
Base
Base
68.27
Base
21.41
10.92
+2.77
+1.66
69.76
+1.49
24.56
14.43
+5.92
+5.17
72.02
+3.75
Jt:
'f
CIF
Case 3010 3020 3030
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, wt% 0.50 0.30 0.19
Turbine Fuel Yield, Vol% Syncrude 45.28 41.23 35.25
$/B of Paraho Shale Oil
Total Mfg. Expense, Incl. ROI 21.63 23.56 26.41
Total By-Product Credit 42.27 46.30 51.38
Incremental Total Expense Base +1.93 +4„78
Incremental By-Product Credit Base +4.03 +9.11
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B 73.46 75.57 82.07
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B Base +2.11 +8.61
The high cost of these gas turbine fuels is probably a result of the
high cost of producing the diesel fuel at a predetermined price having to be
absorbed"by the relatively small amount of gas turbine fuel.
	
Cases 301A-303A examine the same three whole shale oil hydrotreating 	 I.j
	
severities, but with the entire 350°F+ bottoms going to gas turbine fuel and 	 ;tr,
elimination of the extra distillate hydrotreating step. These gas turbine
	
fuels are lighter and have even lower sulfur contents. The nitrogen contents
	
u
are barely affected, since the nitrogen is fairly evenly distributed in the
hydrotreated oil. A summary comparison of these cases, based on the economic
summaries in Table IV-5, is shown below.
Case
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, Wt%
Turbine Fuel Yield, Vol% S"'ftcrude
$/B of Paraho Shale Oil
Total Mfg. Expense, incl. ROI
Total By-Product Credit
Incremental Total Expense
Incremental By-Product Credit
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
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The resulting gas turbine fuel costs, ranging from $68.27 to
$72.02/B, are $5.19-10.05/B below the costs for the heavier gas turbine fuels
from Cases 3010-3030.	 This is due to the hydrotreated distillate being
i	 included directly in the gas turbine fuel instead of being further hydro-
:;
treated and th%:x3 priced at only $68.65/B as diesel fuel.
Cases 3040-3060, which examine the refining strategy of extensive
alteration of the boiling point range by means of delayed coking followed by
hydrotreating of the coker distillate, result in significantly higher gas
turbine fuel costs at comparable quality levels. The results are summarized
in the following table based on the economic summaries in Table IV-6.
Case
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, wt%
Turbine Fuel Yiel?, Vol% Syncrude
$/B of Paraho She-le Oil
Total Mfg. Expense, Incl. ROI
Total By--Product Credit
Incremental Total Expense
Incremental By-Product Credit
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B
Although this approach requires less investment, consumes less
hydrogen and generally has lower operating costs, these advantages are more
than offset by the lower yields of gas turbine fuel, and the lower by-product
credits relative to the hydrotreating-oilly cases. In these cases, the gas
turbine fuel cost actually decreases with increasing purity, though not as
much in Case 3050 because that case has a second hydrotrea l-er to enhance
product stability.
The MI5 shale :,il syncrude is lower boiling and has less impurities
than the surface retorted shale oil. Since the processing estimates were
based ' on the corresponding data for Paraho shale oil, only two complete cases
were calculated. They show the expected results of higher gas turbine fuel
yields at lower operating costs, as shown in the following summary comparison.
3040 3050 3060
0.50 0.30 0.06
56.85 57.74 58.86
16.98 17.71 20.46
22.56 23.65 24.62
Base +0.73 +3.48
Base +1.09 +2.06
85.01 83.06 84.51
Base -1.95 -0.50
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Case
Turbine Fuel Nitrogen Content, wt%
Turbine Fuel Yield, Vol% Syncrude
$/A of MIS Shale Oil
-	 Total Mfg. Expense, inti. ROI
Total By-Product Credit
Turbine Fuel Cosh, $/H
Comparison to Paraho Shale Oil Cases, $/B
Incremental Feedstock Cost
Incremental Mfg. Expense, incl. ROI
Incremental, By-Product Credit
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost
4020 402A
0.30 0.30
44.17 92.15
18.45 96.45
42.52 9.04
76.81 70.70
+4.10 +4.10
-5.11 -4.96
-3.78 -1.88
+1.24 +0.94
However, because the MIS shale oil feedstock is more valuabl!a than
Paraho shale oil as a raw material for transportation fuels, the resulting gas
turbine fuel costs are slightly higher in total cost. The game relationship
would apply for the remaining MIS cases which were not evaluated.
IV. 5.3 Gas 1,11urbine Fuels From Petroleum Residual Oils
For the petroleum residual oils, trace metals, particularly vana-
dium, are the impurities of greatest concern. Small grass-roots fabtlities,
designed primarily to reduce the metals contents, were evaluated for represen-
tative low-sulfur (and low metals) and high-suit (and high metals) vacuum
tower bottoms. Results for the South Louisiana vacuum bottomk) cases reported
in Table IV-8 are summarized below.
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Coking':
plus
Hydrotreating Only	 Htr.	 }
Case 5010 502_0 5030 5040 q
Turbine Fuel Vanadium Content, ppm 1,63 0.5 0.05 000 FJ i
Turbine Fuel Yield without Cutter, Vol% 102.40 102.56 102.58 76.18
Turbine Fuel Yield with Cutter, Vol% 138.63 136418 135.05 76.18
$/B of Vacuum Tower Bottoms
Total Mfg. Expenses, incl ROI 14.72 15.29 15.65 14.70
Cutter Stock Cost 24.28 22.50 21.73 V-
Total By-Product Credit 2.63 2.77 2.95 14.81 1 ^.
Incremental Total Expense Base +0.57 +1.13 -0.02
Incremental Cutter Stock Cost Base -1.78 -2.55 -24.28
Incremental By-Product Credit Base +0.14 +002 +12..18
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B 61.59 61.71 61.94 64.20
3
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B Base +0.12 +0.35 +2.61
a
k
k	
^ e
Because the metals content of the South Louisiana vacuum bottoms is
j
z _
low,	 the net costs for going to .slightly higher hydrotreating severities are
;i
small.	 In the coking case, the by-product credit is not high enough to offset f k
the reduced gas turbine fuel yield.
p
The high-sulfur petroleum residual oil hydrotreating cases require
much Higher investments	 and operating costs to accvmodate the significantly j
higher metals content of the feedstock. Resalts for the Ceuta vacuum bottoms
cases reported in Table IV-9 are summarized below:
_ I - . 1 i. 
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Coking
plus
	
11rotreating Only	 Htr.
Case	 6010
	
6020	 6030	 6040
Turbine Fuel Vanadium Content, ppm 49 30 11 0
Turbine Fuel Yield without Cutter, Vol% 99.44 99.65 99.07 75.74
Turbine Fuel Yield with Cutter, Vol% 118.53 117.82 515.29 75.74
$/B of Vacuum Tower Bottoms
Total Mfg. Expense, incl. ROI 25.03 25.98 27.37 15.69
Cutter Stock Cost 13.18 12.51 11.24 -
Total By-Product Credit 5.19 5.41 5.72 8.12
Incremental Total Expense Base +0.95 +2.34 -9.34
Incremental Cutter Stock Cost Base -0.67 -1.91 -13.18
Incremental By-Product Credit Base +0.22 +0.53 +2.93
Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B 66.19 66.65 67.93 69.99
Incremental Turbine Fuel Cost, $/B Base +0.46 +1.74 +3.80
The same relationships hold among these cases as among the South
Louisiana vacuum bottoms cases.
	 The resulting gas turbine fuels, in addition
to being inferior in quality,
	 are higher in cast than the corresponding gas
turbine	 fuels	 frcm the	 South	 Louisiana	 vacuum bottoms	 because	 the higher
manufacturing expenses
	
are not
	 completely offset -by lower feedstock costs.
The	 feedstocks were priced at their estimated market values on the basis of
sulfur content and viscosity.
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Table III-A
GAS TURBINE FIIEL QUALITY/PROCESSING STUDY
	
n
BASES FOR COST ESTIMATES
Gener a l
Processing costs include Lap itat charges acid operating costs, estimated
on an annual basis , re q uired to u pg rade p etroleum residua, shale oil,
or coal Liquids togas turbine fuels usin g conventional processes.	 No
costs are included for production of crude oil or synthetic fuets or-
for- transportation of these charge stocks or refined products.
Investment
1	 Cost:. for 1984
:'. Plant Location
a. Task 3 -- Petroleum - Large vef iner ies on Gulf Coast
Shale of l	 Small ►-efinei- y in Midwest
b. Task 4 - New grass--roots ref iner ier; on Gulf Coast
3. Profess Units
flattery--limits pi-oce.ss units for up grading are provided as required.
In Task 3, new si.pp lementary un i is ai e i n.sta I led whin char-qP
 capacity
exceeds 10% of the Pase Cese ca p acity for a given existing unit, except
for the FC(: and alkylation units in :'ase 2.33.
	 Fo y- these units, an
investment is estimated for expansion 4,f the existing unit.
(.,'ataIyst inventories and Paid -uP voyaiticjs are provided as required.
4. Field Storage Tanks
Storage, Days
Ch,arye stocks to upgrading units except
residual hydrodesulfurization unit 	 7
Residual hydrodesulfurization unit	 14
Gas turbine fuel pvolact	 20 (a)
Othei products except propane and bkziar)es	 20 (a,b)
Pvcn,ane and butanes	 5 (a,b)
Refinery fuel oil	 10
n
n
a
0
0
n
0
I	 ORIGINAL PACE I3
OF POOR QUALITY
	 A-3
Tab le II1 -°A (Cont a nued )
S. Utility Units (c)
Includes	 electric substation acid dIstribui. n
p ackage steam boilers
cool Ong water towel
boiler feed water treating by hot
Process lime and ion exchange
service water treatInq
fresh water puanphouse
5. MisceI Ianeous Off••-S i I 
Includes site Pi epai at iovi, roads, fencing, general off ice
buildings, commum ca"icns network, field lighting, autos,
trucks, com p ressed a : r plant, sewers, se p arators, bluwdown
and flare, receiving and shipping , and off-site piping.
Estimated at .25% of investment for process units (excluding catalysts
acid ro y alties), storage , tanks, and utilities in Task 3, which :s
based on incorporating facilities in an exesting refiner y , and
at 33k of the i nvestlnellt for these fac i lit i es in Task 4 for a
new grass -roots pTani.
7. Cont i iigency
207. of investment for process units, catalysts and royalties,
stor aqe tanks, tit I I i ty uni ts, and mi scel laneous off-sa tes.
Wor^inq Capital (Included in Task 4 only)
t. Crude Oil or kaw Material Inventory
F-)r one--halt of storage capac ity provided at del avered p r ace.
. Product Inventory
For one--half of Product storage capacity provided, at cost.
	 Cost is
defined as total expense less by-product credits less depreciation.
3. Fay--f'r-oduc.t Inventory
For one--half of by--product storage capacity provided, at selling
price.
4. l)il'ect Expense
For 30 days , d i r ec t ope) a t i rig and ma i r,tenance expeai.se.
5. Accounts kec ^a i vab le
For 30 da y s, total ex p ense less deprec. i a
	 In
6. l..ess Accounts Payable
F"or 30 days, deduction of crude oil or raw ,ioatei idl cost.
t
i
/.^
^^^to
Tabie III~A (Continued)	 '--OF POOR
Return on Investment or Capital
--------------	 .
Task 3: 30% before tax on total investment for upgrading Plant.
Task 4: 30% before tax on total, capital rejuireNent for grass-roots
upgrading plant.
Lit iLifles and Operating Costs
i. Costs for 1985
2 ^
 Refinery fuai is sup p[led internaii^ from refiner y off - g as, suppLe~
mented with refinery heav y fuel oil as required. Sulfur content
of refinery fuel oil is limited to a maximum of 3^0%^
SteuNis generated internally.
4. Eiectric power and fresh ma he-up water are purchased.
5 ^
 Operating L-abor Costs
Average o p erating Labor- wage is estimated at $17.i2/hr in 1985^
Overhead Factors,
Supervision
	 23.5% Operating Wages
Direct Overhead for Benefits .53.12 Wages andSuperv|sion
Allocated Overhead for Administration 32 ^ 4% Wages and Supervision
Miscellaneous Operating Expense for
Laboratory and %uppiies
	 26.0% Operating Wages
6.	 Investment Overhead Costs Gulf Coast Mid West
^ Refinery Ref inerY
--
Maintenance	 (58%	 Labor,
	
58% materiais)
----------
2^0% Process
~----~--
Investment XU
+ 1,3% Off-Sites Investment :k==
Direct and Allocated Overhead Factors for
M$intenance Labor
	 are the same as for °^
O perating Labor
'	 Insurance and Taxes,
	
% Totai Plant	 Investment 0'5 i^1 |
Aiiocated Overhead,
	
% Totai Piant	 InYestment 1.7 2^0
Depreciation,
	
% Totai
	
Plant
	
Investment 4^8 4.0
'	 -
6U	 '
UU
^
^^ 0
a. Minimum of two tanks.
b~ In Task 3, incremental over Base Case capacity,
C* ^ In Task 3 a new uDit is provided when capacity exceeds i@%|	 oi Base Case capacity~
^
'
.`
saw..,h -m e n?9,"\^	 ;fin ,, r^ 6(
c3-,,.b	 G .^Cw
OF pvo r QUALITY
1.00 1.10
BASE CASE GAS TURBINE FUEL PRODUCT
NO. 6 FUEL OIL DECARBONIZING OF
CASE
-` PRODUCT --w---VACUUM-BOTTOMS------
GAS 'FURDIUE FUEL,
	 B/CD 7801
SULFUR, WT% 0.03
NITROGEN, WTX 0.10
VANADIUK. PPM 0,2
GRAVITY, API 17.4
VISCOSITY, CS 0100F 1130
CAPACITY, INVEST- CAPACITY INVEST-
INVESTMENT,
	 (THOUS (1984)	 (1) UNITS/SD MENT UNITS/SD MENT
DECARBUNIZING IINIT,
	 8 CHARGE - - 13,840 24,170
SUBTOTAL PROCESS UNITS - - 24070
CATALYSTS AND R'OYAI:I'IES 290
STORAGE TANKS - 2,780
MISCELLANEOUS OFF SITES 6,740
CLINTINGFNCY AT 20% 61000
TO TAI. PLANT INVESTMENT' --R- - 40,700-
kIVENIIE FROM CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTS IINITS/ I:D $THOUS/ A UNITS/CD $THOUS/A
GASOI fill ,	 $	 78.35111 111,169 3,179,103 - 111,169 3,179,183
,lE'T FULL,	 $	 70.34/11 20,000 513,482 20,000 513,482
NO.2 FOE 1. OIL, 	 It 60.65/B 57,076 1. 4JCo214 57,591 1,443,072
HENZENE,	 $131.00/B 3, IS111574 3070 151,574
PROPANE IPG	 $ 45.59/B Ii	 7 05,531 5,140 85,531
NO.6 FLIFI
	 OIL,	 1 56.03/0 i:l'b-t 283,082 5,824 119,106
SULFUR,	 115:'.00/1.'( 29 1,609 19 11609
REFINERY FUE1. GAS,
	 $ 56.03/8 FOE `11 131,234 6,417 131,234
RGF THE FIY 	 FUEL Olt ,	 $ 56.03111 n, 4211 1..9, 413 6,749 138,023
TOTA1	 RF.VCNIIf; FROM CONV.
	 FRODUCI$ `i,9"5,322 5,762,814
REVENIIF
	
fkON	 GAS	 TIIF<BIOf	 UOf'l,
	
1,11	 (;!, 71081 180,654
TOTAL	 REVFNEIE 5,925,322+ Ei,951,468
COST Or (.MANGE
SOUTH l PUISTANA I ROOT , 	 1"2,00/8 700,000 4,526,000 :00,000 4,526,000
ISOIJUTANL,	 i69.50/11 11,173 2U3,757 11,173 203,757
NORMAL 1101ANE.,	 $60.00/1) 4.469 97,071 4,469 97,871
TOTAL GOS'T Ulf
	
CHARGE. 4,907,628 4,907,620
MANIIGAC7 'UFtING	 FXF•F.f(SF.
FULL.,	 $56.03/B 1 ,'0E 12,745 260,647 13,166 269,257
ELECTRIC F'OWFR.
	
$ 0,0654/KWH 411,900 11,265 477,090 11,308
i*I&SH WATER,
	 $ 0.068611HOLIS GAL	 8,760 219 111936 224
SUBTOTAL UTILITIES 272,131 200,069
CHFMICAI8 3,720 4,270
'fFL,	 $9.9U4/'THOUS LC
	
12111 4,660 1,201 41660
CATALYSTS 8,023 11,023
RUYAI .TY. 	 (RI1DF	 OIL	 DFSALI.,	 10.0056 / 8 ::00,000 409 200,000 409
(APOP BASED I1FMY ( .11 1,092
INVESTMENT-BASED	 ITF:,M°
	 (3) 3,532
TOTAL	 MANUFACIURING EXF1 N.CG
	 ( 3) 2N8,9`)1 302,063
Tow, GXPFfT.>F. ;,,iVc,,5Pi 5,210,491
PL•rONN ON
	 INCRCMLNTAI. 	 FNVISTMTNI
AT	 30% BI I ONE	 TAAf 9 - 12,234
NFT RE.VENUf., 	 TOTAL	 RtVfNltr.	 IUTAL
FXFFNSF • kE TIIRN 7; 0, 74 1 728,743
(AI._CIILATED	 PRIDE
	
OF	 GAS'	 ILIRBTHE	 IIJEL,	 $/ 1, (2) 65.50
(1)
	 INGRLMrNIAl	 UVHR NAS' E CASE	 fEF' INEkl', fA1E.	 1.00
(.!)	 LAE.f:i11.ATFD 10 PROVIDE	 SAML NF 1' RLVLNUL A.'	 1N	 BASE	 EASE	 fiEFINLRY	 L'ASF.	 1.00.
(:I)	 EXGI.IIDING CAHUR ANY)	 INVf.TMFNT-BASFU I1LMS Fi1R BASF
	 LASE REFINERY,	 CASE 1.00.
I,
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TABLE III-i
PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE. FUEL FROM AN EXISTING
----- REFINERY CHARGING LOW -SULFUR CRUDE
DECARBONIZING. OF VACUUM BOTTOMS
ECONOMIC CVALUATION •U.S. GULF COAST-1905
r
8-3	 ,
_.d
ORIGINAL PAC,
 Z IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1.23
650-95OF
3,433
0.09
0.190
21.6
31.0
	
CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
	
UNITS/SD	 MENT
	
13,650
	 25,820
	
3,600	 5,250
	
13	 3,900
	
12	 5,370
40,340
540
720
3,260
11,080
_11_190-
67,130
UNITS/CD iTHOUS/A
	
117,062	 3,347,710
	
20,000	 513,482
	
59,644
	
1,494,515
	
3,387
	 161,949
	
5,797	 96,464
680	 42,939
	
40	 2,219
	
7,293
	 149,149
	
6,352
	 129,904
5,938,331
	
3,433	 58,177
5,996,500
	
200,000	 4,526,000
	
11,943	 303,313
	
4,538	 99,382
4,928,695
	
13,645	 279,053
	
541,120	 12,91?
	
9,394
	 235
292,205
3,925
	
1,312
	 4,781
8,516
	
200,000
	 409
3,276
5,819
318,931
5,247,626
20,159
728,743
46.43
r
e-6
Y Y
If'S
.	 U
y
u	 '.
r.
li
t^
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Sr	 ^
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TABLE III-1	 (CONTINUED)
PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM AN EXISTING
REFINERY CHARGING LOW- SULFUR CRUDE
-----------
DELAYED COKING OF VACUUM BOTTOMS PLUS
HYDROGENATION OF COKER DISTILLATE
ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U.S. GULF COAST-1985
CASE i.21 1.22
COKER DISTILLATE TO HYDROGENATION UNIT CS-95OF 375-95OF
GAS TURBINE FUEL, R/CD 9,469 6,962
SULFUR, WTX 0.05 0.07
NITROGEN, WT-. 0.09 0,11
VANADIUM, PPM 0 0
GRAVITY,	 API 37.2 31.0
VISCOSITY,	 CS 1110017 1.0 5.0
CAPACITY,
	
INVEST° CAPACITY,
	 INVEST-
INVESTMF.NT,	 $THOUS (1984)	 (1) UNITS/SD	 MENT UNITS/SD
	 MENT
DELAYED COKING UNIT, B CHARGE 13,220	 25,320 13,220
	 25,320
COKER DIST, HYDROGENATION UNIT, B CHARGE 9,860	 10,210 7,250	 8030
HYDROGEN SULFIDE. RECOVERY UNIT, LT H29 13	 3,900 13	 31900
SULFUR PLANT, LT SULFUR 13	 5,550 12	 5,370
SiHI OTAL PROCESS UNITS 44,980 424720
CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES 1,120 830
UTILITY UNITS 720 730
STORAGE TANKS 3,970 3,990
MISCELLANEOUS OFF-SITES 12,420 11,860
CONTINGENCY AT 20% 12,640
-
12,030
TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT 75,050 72,160
REVENUE FROM CONVENTIONAL. PRODUCTS UNITS/CD	 $THOUS/A UNITS/CD
	 $THOUS/A
GASOLINE,	 $ 78.35/0 111,705-^ 3,19A,512- 113,582
	 3,240,190
  FUEL,	 $ 70.34/D 20,000	 513,482 20,000
	 513,482
NO.2 FUEL OIL,	 $ 68.65/0 59015	 1,481.259 59,204
	 1,483,489
BENZENE,	 $131.00/8 3,170	 151,574 31395
	 162,332
PROPANE LPG$ 45.59/11 5,489
	 91,339 5,635
	 93,763
COKE,	 $173.00/ST 65B	 41,549 650	 41,549SULFUR,	 $152.00/LT 41	 2, !75 41	 2,275
REFINERY FUEL GAS.
	 $ 56.03/11 FOE 6,811	 1391291 1,041	 143,995
RF.FINFRY F'UEl	 OIL.,
	 $ 56.03/1) 6,500
	 1321931 6,517
	
133,279
TOTAL RFVL"NIJL FROM C'UNV. 	 PRODUCTS
-5,748,212 5,022,359
REVENUE FROM GAS TURBINE FIIEL.,
	 $/B (2) 9,469	 _'27,947 6,962
	 158,083
TOTAL REVENUE 51976,159- 5,980,442
CAST CIF
	 CHARGE
SOUTH LOUISIANA CRUDE,
	 $62.00/8 200,000	 4,526,000 200,000
	 4,526,000
ISOBUTANE,	 $69158/11 11,482	 291,647 11,413	 289,853
NORMAL.	 fIIITANE,	 $60.00/11 4,326	 94,739
--------
4,433	 97,062
TUI'AL LOST OF CHARGE 4,912,386
-^--`---
4,912,935
MANIIFALIURING EXPENSE
FOOL,
	 $56.03/0 13,311
	 272,222 13,55E1	 277,74
FL.FCTRIC POWER,	 4 0.0654/KWH 540,150	 12,894 543,440
	 12,972
FRESH WATER,	 $ 0,0686/THOUS GAL. 9.094	 220 9,227	 231
SUBTOTAL UTILITIES 205,344 290,477
CHEMICALS 3,F120 3,850TE'1.,	 $9.904/11(10US CX 1,277	 4,654 1,276	 4,650
CATALYSTS 8,214 8,204
ROYAL) Y,
	 CRUDE OIL DF.SAI.T.,
	 s0,0056/8 200,000	 409 200,000	 409
LABOR-RASED ITEMS (3) 3,276 3,276
INVESIHENI-OASFD ITEMS (3) 6,:158 6,242
TOTAL MANLIFACT'UKING FXPFNSE.
	 (3) :112,::15
-317,116
TO'IAI. EXPENSE 5,224,661 51230.931
RF.TLIRN ON INCREMENTAL 	 INVEST'MENI
AT 302 REFORIE 1AXES 22,755 21,648
NET REVENUE,	 TOTAL. REVENUE-TOTAL
EXPENSE-REILIPN 728,743 728.743
CALCULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL,
	 $/B (2) 65.95 62.21
(1)	 INCREMENTAL. OVER BASE CASE REFINERY,
	 CASE	 1.00.
(2) CALCULATED TO PROVIDE. SAME NI-T ROVENUEi AS AN BASE LAST
	 REFINERY, EASE 1.00,
(3) EXCLUDING LABOR AND INVESTMEN h-BASED iTEMS FOR BASE CASE REFINERY, EASE 1.00,
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TABLE III-1 (CONTINUED)
PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM AN EXISTING
REFINERY CHARGING LOW-SULFUR CRUDE
HYDRODESULFURIZATION OF VACUUM BOTTOMS
ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U.S. GULF COAST-1985
1.3)	 1.32
MODERATE	 INTERMEDIATE
17,103	 16,830
0.25	 0.21
0.09	 0.09
1.3	 0.6
22.9	 23.1
1 ,100	 1100
CAPACITY, INVEST- .	 CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
UNITS/SD	 MENT	 UNITS/SD	 MENT
y ^
CASE
HYDRDF.SUL.FURIZAION SEVERITY
GAS TURBINE FUEL, B/CD
SULFUR, WTX
NITROGEN, WTX
VANADIUM, PPM
GRAVITY, API
VISCOSITY, CS 0100F
INVESTMENT, iTHOUS (1984) (1)
ORIGINAL PAC-24 I
OF POOR QUALITY,
1.33
HIGH
16,714
0.17
0.09
0.1
23.4
1100
CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
UNITS/SD	 MENi
HYDRODF:SULFURIZATION UNIT, I1 CHARGE 13,220 23,090 13,190 25,230 i3, 160 25,900
HYDROGEN SULFIDE RECOVERY UNIT, LT H29 17 4,250 17 4,250 19 4,410
SULFUR PLANT, IT SULFUR 16 6,040 16 6,040 17 6.190
SUPTOTAL PROCESS UNITS 34,180
---
	 -35,520 36,500
CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES 3,250 3,490 3,630
UIILITYUNITS 640 650 660
STORAGE. TANKS 2,730 2,680 2,650
MISCELLANEOUS OFF-SITES 91390 9,710 90950
CONTINGENCY AT 20X 10;040 10,410
-
10,680
--------
TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT 60,230 62,46064,070
REVENUE FROM CONVFNIIONAL PRODU('TS UNITS/CD $THOUS/A UNITS/CD $THOUS/A UNITS/CD $THOUS/A
GASOLINE.
	 $ '70.35/0 111,242 111,253- 3,181,585 111,260 3,181,786
,LET	 FI1EI,	 $	 70.34/0 20,000 513.402 20,000 513,482 20,000 513,482
NO.:' FUEL OIL., 	 $ 68.6510 54,993 1,377,973 55,273 1,384,969 55,383 1,387,746
HENZENE,	 $131.00/B 3,180 152,052 3,101 1521100 31101 152,100
PROPANE LPG,	 $ 45.59/D 5,158 05,031 5,160 DS,064 5,162 05,897
SUL1'UR,	 $15.00/LT 44 2,441 44 2,441 46 2,552
AMMONIA,	 $.(12.00/Sl :.1 239 215 285 3.0 342
REFINERY FUEL GAS,	 $ 56.03/B FOE 6,206 126,918 6,189 126,571 6070 126,162
F(EFINFRY DUEL	 OIL.,	 $ 56.03/0 6,174 (38,535 11,795 138,964 6,823 139,537
TOTAL kEVENUE FROM CONV, PROIIUCI'S 5,578,742- 5,586,201 5,589,624
REVENLIF FROM GAS TURBINE FULL.,	 $/H (2) 17,103 379,019 16,830 372,712 16,714 370,353
TOTAL. NFVF.NUE 5,957,761 5,958,993 5,959,977
COST OF CHARGE.
SOUTH LOUISIANA CkL1DE, 	 $62.001B 200,000 4,526,000 200,000 4,526,000 200,000 4,526,000
ISOBUTANE,	 $69.58/6 11,168 203,630 11,168 283,630 11,167 203,605
NORMAL. BUTANE'.,	 $60.00/D 4,476 9B4O24 4,476 98,024 4,476 98,024
'TOTAL. COST OF CHARGE.
--------
4,90'1,654
--------
4,907,654
----------
4,907,629
MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
FUFI,	 $56.03/B 12,900 265,453 12,984 265,535 12,993 265,719
ELECTRIC: POWER,
	
$ 0.0654/KWH 525,320 12,540 527,010 12,580 5'29,140 12,631
FRESH WATLk,
	 $ 0.0606/THOUS GAL
	 0,938 224 0,947 224 81959 224
SUBTOTAL. UTILITTFS 78,217 278,339 278,574
CHEMICALS 3,748 3,755 3,765
TEL,	 $9.984/THOUS CC	 1,':81 4,668 1,281 4,668 1,202 4,672
CATALYSTS 8,931 9,176 9,316
ROYALTY, CRUDE OIL. DESALT.,
	 $0.0056/Tl 200,000 409 200,000 409 200,000 409
LABOR-BASED ITEMS (3) 2004 2,184 2,184
INVF.S1'MEN1'-DASF.D ITEMS	 (3) 5,138 5,327 5,464
TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE (3) 303,295 303,858 304,384
TOTAL EXPENSE 5,210,949 5,211,512 5,212,013
RETURN ON INCREMENTAI. INVESTMENT
AT 30X BEFORE TAXES 1B4O69 18,738 19,221
NET REVENUE, TOTAL REVENUE-TOTAL
EXPENSE-RETURN 720,743 728,743 728,743
CALCULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL, $/B (2)	 60.72 60.67 60.71
(1) INCREMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE	 1.00.
(2) CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE i.00.
(3) EXCLUDING LABOR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS FOR BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 1.00,
.: I--i
ORIGINAL PACE: 19 s_a
OF POOR QUALITY
TABLE III-2
PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM AN EXISTING
REFINERY CHARGING HIGH-SULFUR CRUDE
_-^------------
	
---------	
----- ^
DECARDONIZING OF VACUUM BOTTOMS PLUS
HYDRODESULFURIZATION OF DECARDONIZF,D OIL
ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U.S. GULF COAST-1985
fN
7
I IE
l^E VI
G
	
2.00	 2.10
	
BASE CASE	 GAS TURBINE FUEL PRODUCT
	
NO. 6 FUEL OIL
	
DECARBONIZING OF
CASE	 PRODUCT	 VACUUM BOTTOMS
	
-^- --------_,.	 . _., _ .,----"-"--^---
GAS TURBINE FUEL, B/CD	 -	 19,392
SFIL FUR, WTZ
NITROGEN, WTX
VANADIUM, r PM
GRAVITY, API
VISCOSITY. LS 0100I
CAPACITY, INVEST-
INVFSTMENT, ILTHOUS (1984) (1)	 UNITS/SD	 MENT-
DECARDONIZING UNIT, B CHARGE	 -	 ^
DECARB, OIL DESULFURIZATION UNIT, D CHARGE 	 ^
FURNACE OIL GULFINING UNIT, B CHARGE
	 -	 -
HYDROGEN SULFIDE RLCOVERY UNIT, LT H2S 	 -
SULFUR PLANT, LT SULFUR
SUBTOTAL PROCESS UNITS	 -_-
CA'FALYSTS AND ROYAI.TIES
UTILITY UNITS
SIURAGE TANKS
	 -
MISCELLANEOUS OFF^SITES	 -
CONTINGENCY AT 20%
TOTAL PL Alll .LNVF VrHFN'r
	 -
0.26
0.27
11.6
21.7
1,130
	
CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
	
UNITS/SD	 MENT
	
-	 --
	
22,040	 32,800
	
17,120	 10,180
	
2,770	 3010
	
77	 6,920
	
73	 11,180
^72,190 --
4,220
5,060
3,630
20,220
21,060
126,300
it
us
I
ti S
tl	 ;
REVENUE FkOM ITINVENTIIINAL PRODUCTS UNITS/CD $THOUS/A UNITS/CD $THOUS/A
GASOLINE,	 $ 7B.35/B 4H,823­ 1,396,22B^ -40,823 1,396,228
NO.? FUEL OIL,	 $ 68.65/8 22,007 553,439 22,857 572,733
F'F(OVANE LPG
	
$	 45.59/B «:,003 46,643 21803 46,643
HO.6 FUEL	 Olt,	 $ 53.00/0 'W,217 565,203 7,620 147,409
Sill FIIR,	 $152.00/41 36 1,997 104 5,770
GLFIKky FOFI. OAS,	 $ :16.03/8 FOE 6.137 64,165 2,129 551811
REFINERY FUEL	 OIL,	 b 53.00/D :.'.,191 42,385 3,Bd7 74,227
TOTAL	 REVENIIF. FROM CONV. PRODUCTS 21670,060 2,298,821
REVENUE. FROM GAS 1URIEINE; FUEL.,	 $/B
	 (2) . 19,392 450,698
TOTAL. REVENUE 2,670,060- 2,749,519
C(IS'F OF CHARGE.
CEUTA
	
(VENF.7II1A.AN) CRUDE, 	 ♦59.00/ B 100,000 21453,500 100,000 2,153,500
TSOBW ANE,	 $69.58/0 4,230 407,420 4,230 107,420
NORMAL. DW ANE,	 $60.00/13 1,440 31,536 1,440 31,536
TOTAL.	 CUSI
	
OC CHARGE.. 2,292,464 2,292,464
MANUFALI'IIRING FAPFNSE
FIIEI. 5,320 106,550 6,566 130,038
FLFCTRIC POWER,	 $ 0.0654/KWH 209,590 51003 276,550 6,602
FRESH WATER.	 $ 0,06861THOUS GAL. 3,546 09 4,196 105
SUBTOTAL UTILITIES 111,642 136,745
CHEMICALS 1,412 2,637
EEL,	 $9.984/THOUS CC	 557 2,030 557 2,030
LATALYSTS 1,835 2,568
ROYALTY, CRUDE OIL DESALT.,
	
$0.0056/9 100,000 204 100,000 204
LABOR-DASEU ITEMS (3) - 3,640
INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS (3) - 10,844
^TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE (3) 117,123 158,668
TOTAL EXPENSE 2,409,587 2,451,132
RETURN ON INCREMENTAL INVESTMENT
AT 30X BEFORE TAXES - 37,914
NET REVENUE, TOTAL REVENUE-TOTAL 260,473 260,473
EXPENSF-RETURN
CALCULATED PRICE: OF GAS TURBINE FUEL., $/B (2) - 63.68
(1) INCREMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
(2) CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE'CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
(3) EXCLUDING LABOR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS FOR BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
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TABLE III -'2 ((ONTI14UED)
PRODULTIUN III GAS TURVINE FUEL FRO11 AN EXISTIN:i
Y►J 6 P^
	 ')^ac
	
RIFFINFI4Y CHARGING HIGH SULFUR CRUDE:
OF POOR QUALITY
	
DEIAYED COKING OF^VACUUM 1UTTOMS ' FI us
HYDROGENATION OF COKER DISIILL.ATE
ECONOMIC LVAI.UATION U.S. ALIIF COAST 1985
CA.vc 2.21 2.:: 2.23
CUKER DISTILLATE	 TO HYOROGLNATJON UNIT C5.950F 315 950F 650-95OF
GAS TURDINE FUEL, 	 I1/(.D 15,763 11,261 5,410
SULFUR. WTX 0.16 0.20 0.25
NITROGEN, WTX 0.09 0.11 0,19
VANADIUM, PPM 0 0 0
GRAVITY, API 37.7 31.`i 22.3
VISCOSITY, CS 0100F 110 5.0 26.5
CAPACITY, INVEST- CAPACITY, INVEST- CAPACITY, INVEST-
INVES'IMENT,	 $THOUV (1984)	 (1) UNITS/SD MENT UNITS/SD MEW UNITS/SD MENT
Dt.1AYlD FQK1Nf, UNIT,	 0 CHARGE 221610 351130 22,'700 35,210 22,040 35,340
LOW? OISI'. HYORUGF.NAIION UNIT, 	 R CHARGE 16,020 14,630 11,040 11,690 5,750 7,430
NAPNIHA PRETREATING/RLFORMING UNIT.
	 D CHGE 31600 121330 3,700 1:,330
IURNALF
	
OIL GULIINING 111411,	 R CHARGE 3,740 3,090 3.740 3,090 4,430 4,410
FCC )1NIT,	 D CHARGE (REVAMP) - - 6,160 5,000
AIKYIATION UNIT,
	 D CHARGL (REVAMP) 2,760 1,000
GASOLINE 1:WEETENING UNIfS, D CHARGE 610 120 3,060 550
GAS PLANT 1,160 - 1,100
HYDROGEN SULFIDE RECOVERY UNIT, LT 112S 76 6,090 71 6,920 75 6,060
SULIUP VLANI, L1 SULFUR 72 11,110 12 11,110 71 11,050
SIIDIOIAI. PROCESS UNITS 71,650 -82,430, 05,070
f.A1ALYSTS AND ROYALTIES 2,150 3,070 3,400
UT'ILI1'Y UNITS 4,300 4,400 5,790
tTORAGE TANKS 4,120 5,510 7,690
MISI:F1IANVOUS OFF SITES 20,020 23,110 24,640
f1lN'1TNGFNCY At	 20% 20,450 23,720 25,320
IOTA(	 f •LANt INVESTMENT 122,690 4142,320 151,910
REVINUI	 flruM LONVENTTONAL PROPOCTS UNITS/CO $THOUS/A UNITS/CD $THOUS/A UNITS/CD
--------
$THOUS/A
GASOITNE:,	 $	 111.35/B
_..---....._
49,715	 1,421,137
_.. _....... _ ,....
53,505
-»_	
_
1,530,123 58,700
--------
1,670,680
NO.2 FUEL OIL,
	
$ 68.65/1 29,399 736,650 29,399 736,650 30,146 755,376
PROFANE' tI'(,	 $ 45,59/0 31305 51,,3:0 31605 5919BO 3,043 63,949
00.6 FUEL.
	
OIL,	 $ 53.00/8 - - 661 12,787
COKC,
	 $ 40.00/S1 1-132 17,981 1,237 10,060 1,245 1D.177
SUL FOR,
	
$152.00/1-1 104 51770 104 5,770 102 5,659
REFINERY FUELGAS,	 $ 56.03/1 FOE 31611 13,040 3,914 00,045 4,322 00,3139
REFINERY FUEL. OIL,
	
$ 53.00/1 2,H41 54,959 2,762 53,431 2,46B 47,743
IOIAI
	 REVENIII; FNOM CONV.	 PRODUCTS 2,367,:87 2,404,075 2,670,768
RFVENUE	 IFUM GAS' TURIIOL FUEL, 	 $/14	 l:U 15,26:3 .31111, 805 11,:61 209,571 5,418 138,139
TOIAI
	
REVENUE L 756,09:1 :,773,646 2,800,907
LOST (11	 CHARGE
(tlllA	 (VFNF.ZUELAN)	 (.RUDE,	 $59,00/ft 100,000	 1,1531500 100,000 211531500 100,000 :,153,500
ISOBUTANE,	 $69.50/1 4,74? 120,431 4,633 117,663 5,605 142,349
NORMAL	 BUTANE,	 $60.00/1 1,201 26,302 1,479 32,390 1,650 36,135
T0lAt	 COS1 O1	 CHARGE 2,300,233 2,303,553 2,331,904
MANUFACTURING EXPENSE-
I" IJEI' 6,4`52 11.!0 1107 6,676 133,476 6,790 136,132
ELECTRIC 1'OWEI'(,
	 $ 0,0.554/KWH 3311,730 11,006 338,785 0,007 334,800 7,992
FRFSH WATER,	 $ 0.0606/1HOUS GAL 4,310 Lou 4,425 111 4,690 117
SUBTOTAL LIT It II II-Y 137,001 141,674 144,241
CHEMICALS 1,809 1,839 1,964
TEL,	 $9.904/1HOUS CC 556 2,027 601 2089 661 2,409
CATALYSIS 21219 2,205 2,456
ROYALTY,
	
CRUDE. OIL. DESALT.,	 $0.0056/1`1 100,000 204 100,000 204 100,000 204
LABOR-BASED ITEMS (3) 4,732 61553 61553
INVESTMENT-BASED	 ITEMS (3) 10,507 12,260
--------
13,050
TOTAL	 MANUFACTURING EXPENSE (3) 158,579  166,924 170,877
TOW EXPENSE ::,458,012 2,470,477 2,502,861
RETURN ON INCREMENT'AI 	 INVESTMENI
AT 308 BEFORE TAXES 36,007 42,696 45,573
NET REVENUE,	 TOTAL RI:VENUE-TO'1AL.
FXPFNSL-RFTIIRN 260,473 260,473 260,473
CALCULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL,
	
$/B (2) 69.79 70;45 69.85
(1)	 INCREMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE. 2.00,
(2) CALCULATED T1 PR,;IVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
(3) EXCLUDING LAVOR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS FOR BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
CASE
HYDRODESIILFURIZATION SEVERITY
GAS 111RIJINE FUEL, B/CD
SOLI OR, W1
NITRUGEN, WTX
VANADIUM, '1 'PM
GRAVIIY, API
VISCLISIIY, CS Ct100F
INVFS'1MFNI, $THOUS (19U4) (1)
HYDRODESUI.FURI7AIION UNIT, I) CHARGE
HYDROGEN MFG PLANT, THOUS SCF
FURNACE. OIL. GULFINING UNIT, 0 CHARGE
HYDROGEN SULFIDE RECOVERY UNIT, LT 112S
SULFUR PLANT, IT SULFUR
SUBTOTAL PROCESS UNITS
CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES
UTIL.I1'Y UNITS
STORAGE TANKS
MTS(E1 I ANFOUS DIV-SITES
CONTINGENCY AT 20%
TOTAL, PI ANT INVESTMENT
2.31
- MODERATE
-- 25,325
0.37
0.36
50.4
2J.0
1,130
CAPACITY, INVEST-
UNITS/SD	 MENT-	 -
	
22,200	 106,660
	
4,420	 7,560
	
3,620	 3,800
	
113	 7,830
	
106
	
f3'000
130,OS0
17,970
5,850
4,500
37,300
40,890
245,360
2.32
INTERMEDIATE
25,096 -
0.29
0.36
31.0
13.2
1,130
	
CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
	
UNITS/SD	 MENT-
	
22,130	 110,880
	
5,440	 8,740
	
3,620	 31000
	
115	 7,870
	
109	 13,i50_
18,890
5,960
4,520
38,730
42,510
-255,050-
REVI:NUF 
FROM 
CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTS UNITS/CD $'1HOUS/A UNITS/CD	 $THOUS/0
GASOIINE,	 6 78.35/8 49,342 1,411,070
-------
49,361
--
	
--------
1,411,614
NO.2 FUEL OIL,	 $ 68.65/6 25,273 633,272 25,444 637,557
PROPANI LPG	 $ 45.59/0 2,892 48,124 2,096 40,190
SULFUR,	 $152.00/L'T 136 1,545 130 7,656
AMMONIA,	 $,11:.00/S'T 6.9 706 6.9 706
[if "FINERY FUEL. GAS,
	 6 'o3/r4 FfIF 4,536 61,064 :l, 552 421191
RFFTNfRY 1UEI	 Olt	 1, 53.001R 3,6x6 11.111 3,736 01:1111
TOTAL	 Rf:VF.NIII
	
FROM VONV. PRODUCIS 2,223,113 2,230,261
REVENUE, FROM GAS TIIRDINE FUEL,
	
$/B (?) 25,325 580,0116 25,096 579,083
TOTAI. REVENUE 2,803,059 218101150
COST Of 	 CHARGE'
C111TA	 (VENEZUELAN)
	
LRUDE.,	 $59.00/B 100,000 2,153,500 100,000 21153,500
ISCIBUTANE,
	 $69.50/B 4,202 106,717 4,201 06,692
NORMAL. BUTANE., 	 $60.00/B 1,461 31,996 1,461 31,996
TOTAL. COST OF CHARGE 2,292,213 2,292,100
MAN IIFACTIIRING EXPENSE
FUEL 6,112 122,976 6,288 124,464
F.l.EG1RIC POWER,	 6 0.0654/KWIi 360,630 8,000 375,910 0,973
FRESH WATER,
	
$ 0.0606/THOLIS GAL 4,319 1o8 4,353 109
SUBTOTAL UTILITIES 131,884 133,546
CHEMICALS 1,969 1,908
TEL,	 1,9.9B4/THOUS CC 568 2,069 569 2,074
CATALYSTS 15,076 16,784
ROYALTY, CRUDE DESALTING, $0,006/H 100,000 204 100,000 204
LABOR-BASED ITEMS (3) 4,732 4,732
INVESTMENT-BASED I1'F.MS (3) 20,031 21,646
TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE. (3)
-------
177,565
--------
180,974
TOTAL EXPENSE I 2,469,778 2,473,162
RETURN LIN INCREMENTAL INVESTMENT
AT 30% BEFORE TAXES 73,600 76,515
NET REVENUE, TOTAL REVENUE°TOTAI.
EXPENSE-RETURN 260,473 260,473
CALCULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL,	 $/B (2) 62.76 63.31
(1) INCREMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE. 2.00.
(2) CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE REFINERY,	 CASE 2.00.
(3) EXCLUDING LABOR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS FOR BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 2.00.
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TABLE 111 2 (CONTINUED)	
OF POOR QUALITY
PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM AN EXISTING
REFINERY CHARGING NICH-SULFUR CRUDE
HYDRODESULFURIZATION OF VACUUM BOTTOMS
ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U.S. GULF COAST-1985
2.33
- NIGH--
24,730
0.20
0.30
10.9
23.4
1,130
CAPACITY,	 INVEST-
UNITS/SD	 MENT-	 --
	
22,050	 117,540
	
6,790	 10,210
	
3,630	 3,800
	
119	 7,960
	
112	 13,300
152,810
21,260
6,010
4,580
40,D50
45,100
270,610
UNITS/CD	 $THOUS/A
	
49,383	 1,412,243
	
25,743	 645,049
	
2,899	 48,240
	
141	 7,823
	
9.0	 1,025
	
2,571 	 52 , 5'79
	3,8 	 73,646
2,240,605
	
24,730	 579,179
2,819,784
	
100,000
	 2,153,500
	
4,199
	
106,641
	
1,461
	
31,996
2,292,137
6,378 126,225
382,830 9,139
4,399 110
135,474
2,012
569 2,074
18,560
100,000 204
4,732
22,935
105,991
2,478,120
	
81,183	 L
.I
	
260,473
	 {
64.16
6_Ji	 f
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TABLE 111.3
^^yy^^r
	
»
PRODUCTION Of GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM SURFACE RLTORTED SHALE Oil,
ORIG 
^^t^^^
6 9GAL R r Y a oc?	 IN AN EXISTING REFINERY
POOR	 t^ pp 5*	
_. .._	
.-._----»------- -- .----.• -------------------------
OF  Q1'.iAL111V	 ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U,S, GULF COAST 1905
' 3.08 3.01 3.110
BASE CASE BASE CASE GAS TURBINE FUEL PRODUCT
NO.2 FUEL OIL PRODUCT NO.2 FUEL OIL PRODUCT SEVERE NYDROTREATING PLUS
CASE SOUTH LOUISIANA CRUDE PARAHD SHALE OIL GULFINlNG OF DISTILLATE
GAS TURDIHL FUEL, 0/CD 21.069
SULFUR, WT% 0.0015
NITROGEN, UTX 6.019
VANADIUM, FPM 012
GRAVITY, API 38.0
VISCOSITY, CS AT 100E 2.35
CAPACITY, INVEST CAPACITY, INVEST- CAPACITY, INVEST-
INVFSTMENT,
	
4 THOUS 11980	 If) UNITS/SO MENT UNITS/SU MENT UNITS/SD MENT
SHALE OIL DF.MINERA117.ING UNIT,
	
If CHARGE - 58,010 2,070 501020 21070
IIYDkDTREATING TINIT. B TNARGE 50,020 106,650 50,820 1061650
NAPHTHA PRFTREAItNG UNIT. B CHARGE - 0,940 6,010 0,940 6.810
DISI'TtLATE GULFINING UNIT, R CHARGE 23,220 17,840 23,224 17,040
HYDROGCN MFG PLANT, THUDSSCF 2-611050 961540 2-61,850 96,540
IfYDROGFN SUIFTDF RECOVERY UNIT, LT 59 6,360 59 61360
SULFUR PLANT. LT
- 56 10,030 56 10,030
WAS'1T	 WATLR TREATING UNIT
- 22,970 22,970
Q S11D10TAL
	 PRBCFSS 1IN71'S - 269.270 269,270
{@I CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES 29,040 .39,04011111.11Y
	
TOUTS 0,200 0,200MIPL'FLLANE1109 OFF-SITES
- 69,370 '69,370
CONTINGENCY AT 70%
•
75,340 75,340
Q
E
d
TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT
- •452,020« 452,020
RIVfNIII	 FRUM LONVLNIIDNAI
	 f'kODUCT$ UNITS/CD 4THIUS/A UNITS/CD !THOUS/A UNITS/CD 4TNOUS/A
"r
y GASOLIN17	 1	 10.35/D 29,034 U30,301 20,543 016,266 20,543 016,266
i JET FUF.L,	 4	 70.34/0 2,100 53,916 - - - -
L 40,2! FUEL O[l_,	 ►
 60.65 1 1 15,634 J91,145 21,069 541,977 - -
PROPANF. LPF.,	 4 45.59/4 909 16,45? 872 14,50 872 14.510
NO.6 FUEL Oft,	 4 56.03/6 5,224 106,036 - -
SOLFOR,	 !152.001111 1 3011 47 ^,608 47 2,600
AMMONIA,
	 f312.00/S1 _ 200 "3.607 23,607
GAS TO H'2 PLANT FFFD. 	 4 56.03/14 FOE
-
4,29'1 87,175 4,292
^200
87,775
RIFINFRY IULL GAS,
	 4 56.03114 FOP: .',092 42,104
RFFTNFkY
	
FtIFI.	 Olt,	 4	 56.03,14 300 1,111 5,049 103_157 5,049 103,257
f 0 fAl	 REVF.NUI. FROM Ct1NV.
	 T RUDIII IS 1 , q:i0, Y04 1 , 5V6.000 1,040,  103
kI VF.NIfr	 f RI1M LAS'	 111R14TNC	 MILL,	 1611.61/11	 Q''> 21 .069 547,903
TOTAI.	 REVLIIIIF. 1,450,204 1,596,000 1,595,906
COST OF CHARGE
S'OUlll LOUISIANA CRUD[, 	 4 62.00/1+ 50_000 1	 131 A50U - - - -
PARAHU SHALF OIL,
	 4 50,86/14 (2) 50,000 9281121 50,000 920,121
ISO14UTANC,	 1 69,58/1, 2,030 51,555 1,677 42,590 1,677 42,590 ,y
NORMAL
	 BIITANF.	 4 60.00/0 1,305 28,5R0 1,713 371515 1,713 37,515:
TOTAL COST	 (IF CIIARGE 1,211,635 1,000,226 1,000,226
r;
MANUFACTURING EXPENSE y
f FUEL,4 56.03/14 FOE 1.472 50,555 5,049 103,257 5.049 103,257
ELECTRIC POWER,	 s	 0.0654/9WH 116,170 2,773 364,550 8,702 364,550 8,702 N
FRFSH WATER,	 40,0686/THOUS GAL 2,379 __--60 61155 --	 154 61155 154
-
SUBTOTAL. UTILITIES -33,30 112,113 112,113'
GAS TO 112 PLANT FEED, 	 4 56.03/8 FOE - 9,292 87,775 4,292 07,775 1
CHEMICALS E19U 1,499 f,325 p
TEL,	 4 9.9841THOUS CC 318 1,159 245 892 245 892 F
CATALYSTS 2,001 24,324 24,324
ROYALTY,	 DEMINERALIZING,	 s -'.•^056/14 50,000 102 50,000 102 50,000 102^..
LA14OR-PASCD ITEMS (3) 2,182 2,182
INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS(,f, -.	 -^-
- 4_,340 42,-340 B-
1OfAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE (3) 57,548 271,227 271,053 a
T1)T AI	 E%I'INSE 1.249,183 1,279,453 1,279,279
1yg RETURN ON INCkCMENTAI. INVESTMENT
5
a
AT 302 BEFORE TAXES •• 135,606 135,606
NET REVENUE, TOTAL REVENUE-TOTAL 101,021 101,021 181,021
CXPLNSE-RETURN
L•AI.CULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL,
	 s/B (2) • - 68.63 '•	 r
g@L --------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
I	 INCRCMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 3.00.
2 CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE RLFINERY, CASE 3.00,
3 EXCLUDING LAPDR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS IN BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 3.00.
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PRODUCTION OF GAS TURBINE FUEL FROM SURFACE-RETORTED SHALE OIL
..,
IN AN EXISTING REFINERY
............ . ...,. ....... .... ..- ---
ECONOMIC EVALUATION-U.S. GULF COAST -19115
3.20 3.30
GAS TURBINE FUEL PRODUCT GAS TURBINE FUEL PRODUCT
SEVERE HYDROIREATING COKING PLUS HYDROIREATING
CASE
	
NO GUIPINING vF DISTILLATE NO GULFINING OF DISTILLATE
GAS TURI)INC FUEL. R/CD 22,156 32,273
SULFUR, UT% 0.004 0.000
NIIRUCLN, Wf% 0.05 0.3
VANADIUM, FFM 0.2 0,0
GRAVITY, API 37.5 3910
VISCOSITY, CS 0106F 2.35 2.4
CAPACITY, INVEST- CAPACITY, INVEST-
INVESTMENT,	 $THOUS (1904)	 (1) UNITS/SD "ENT UNITS/SD MENT
SHALE OIL DEMINERALIZING UNIT, B CHARGE 50,820 2,010 551560 2.000
HYDROTREATING UNIT, 0 CHARGE 90,020 061650 44,910 52.080
DELAYED COKING, UNIT, 0 CHARGE - 55,566 60,790
NAPHTHA PRETkLATING UNIT, B CHARGE 0,940 6,810 7,020 5,630
HYDROGEN MFG PLANT, THOUS SCF 	 2 AT 60,060 94,570 53,560 43,630
HYDROGEN SULFIDE RECOVERY UNIT, 1.1 59 61350 48
SULFUR PLANT, LT 56 10,010 45
51930-`
9,100
WASTE WATER TREATING UNIT 22,970 16,940
SUBTOTAL PROCESS UNITS 249,430 196,400
!
CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES 20,670 12,630
UTILITY UNITS 71350 2,010
t STURAGE TANKS 410
- MISCELLANEOUS OFF-SITES 64,200 49,910
CONTINGENCY AT 20% 691930
-
52,430
4TOTAL PLANT INVESTMENT A19,500 314,590
REVENUE FROM CONVENTIONAL PRODUCES UNITS/CD $THOUS/A UNITS/CD
---------
$THOUS/A
4GASOLINE,	 $ 78.35/11 20,543 016,266 6,714 192,005
PROPANE LPG	 $ 45.59/11 872 14,110 325 5,400
DUTANES,	 $ 60.00/i) - 250 5,475
SULFUR,	 $152.00/0 47 21600 40 21219
AMMONIA,	 $31:.001ST 200 23,07 130 14,004
COKE.	 $ 40.001ST - - 11551 22,645
GAS TO H2 PLANT FEED,	 6 56.03/D FOE 4,167 05,219 1,914 39,1143
REFINERY FUEL GAS,
	
$ 56.03/6 FOE 38 717 1,731 35,401
REFINERY FUEL OIL,	 $ 56.03/B 4,116 96,447 1,961 40,104
-TOTAL REVENUE FROM CONY, PRODUCTS 1,039.:N 4 357,204
REVENUE FROM GAS TURBINE FULL.,	 $/B (2) 22056 533_ff44- 32,273 1`OOU,045
TOTAL REVENUE 1,S72,65B 1,365,249
COST [IF CHARGE
PARAHO SHALE. OIL,	 $ 50.06/11 (2) 50,000 928,121 50,000 92114121
ISODUTANE,	 11 69,50/11 1,677 42,590 - -
NORMAL BUTANE,	 $ 60100/11 1,713 37,515
TOTAL COST OF CHARGE f,000,226 928,121
' MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
FUEL,	 $56.03/0 FOE 4,754 97,224 3,692 75,505
ELECTRIC POWER,	 $ 0.0654/KWH 319,720 7,632 286,360 6,836T
FRESH WATER,
	
$ 0.06116/THOUS GAL 5,917 14B 3,046 96
r-SUBTOTAL UTILITIES 105,004 02,437
GAS TO H2 PLANT FEED,	 $56,03/11 FOE 4,167 05,219 1,914 39,143
CHFMICALS 1,478 641
^. TEL.	 $9.904/THOUS CC 245 892 77 201
!-. CATALYSTS 24,124 7,110
F ROYALTY, DEMINENALIZING, $0.005610 50,000 102 50,000 102
^. LABOR-BASED ITEMS, 	 f3f 1,454 2,102
INVESTMENT- RASED ITEMS (:3) 39,264 29,834
f
TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE (3) 257,537 161,730
a TOTAL EXPENSE 1,265,763 110891851
t RETURN ON INCREMENTAL INVESTMENT
AT 30X BEFORE TAXES 125,074 94,377
NET REVENUE, TOTAL REVENUE-TOTAL 181,021 181.021
EXPENSE-RETURN
i
CALCULATED PRICE OF GAS TURBINE FUEL, $/B 65.93 85.58
i t
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 INCREMENTAL OVER BASE CASE REFINERY. CASE 3.00.
?? 2 CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 3.00.
? 3 EXCLUDING LABOR AND INVESTMENT-BASED ITEMS IN BASE CASE. REFINERY, CASE 3,00.
CRIMNIAL Nj - :,4
TA}+t t
	
III
	
4 p
O'F P0OR QUALITY
11,00111 fills	 of	 GN:; 1NRt1INl	 f11E1	 Ik0M MOOII1luIN SITU KIORILO r'l1All, OIL
IN AN Fkl{ 1 1I111 hit 114LUT
t(UNUMI1, IVAtUATIO0 • 04. GULF LOASI 1909
4.01 4.t0 4•:0
1fANt LACE GAS IUNOINL FUEL FRODUL T GAS TUIUINE f ULL	 1'hODI1( T
N1.: FUEL OIL W111I1lI PLVERI HYDRUTRFATiNG. XIVkhF NYDRUMATING,
LA., HIS :NAZI (fit GULITNING or DISItItAIL NO GULIINING Of DISTRIATE
a GAS	 1t1kBIN[	 FUEL	 Ud'D 26,127 :.16,461
SULFUR• uIG 0,0015 0.004
NITkLIGLN,	 UTY. 0.019 0.05
VANADIUM	 FFM 0.2 0.2
GRAVITY.	 At') 31.2 34,7
I
R
E
VtSCp''1TY	 FS AI	 100E 2.35 L', 35
IAFALI III .	 INVI,VT CAPACITY,	 INVEST CAPACITY, INVEST
tNVI YIHI NI,	 1	 iNOUS	 ( 19841	 ( 1) UN  IVSD
	
MENT IINI rs,SD	 WENT LINT TS / SD MENT
f
r.
SlGilt	 Ott	 DI MINfkAL IMI, UNIT,	 B I HANG6 '.!0,11','0	 .1,1110 ill I	 O	 .11010 !+0. U:0 :'.070
( HYD401RIA)ING UNIT	 It 111AkGl- 58,8:0	 99.940 50,0:0	 99,940 5(1,020 99,940t NAPHTHA 1'14 TREAT ING (lilt I.	 it CNA11.F 6.170
	
b.190 6,110	 't.39p 6,170 5.390
f i t. ; I It 1411
	
(tilt I THING	 11011 .	 D	 1114ftGI 11. 130	 'P, 150 11, 730	 20,'1'10
p 111W11414 Mir. FtANT,	 THUUs SCr 14,630	 59,010 14,630	 55.088 0, S70 5(',850
NYDISIGI N : ; UI f IOf	 kt l'OVII(Y UNIT
	 it 41	 1. LOW 41	 5,11911 46 5.010
Sit-FUrc F1 All 	 LT 44	 9,u90 44	 9.090 43 9.060
i NAlIt
	
uAtIk TNIATING UNIT ;?,910 :,910 :2,970
i SI1f110t7d	 tlNILr' k;'0.100 i'V0.1U0 198,1$0
IAlAtIS'1$ AND Iut1A1-T1fb u,h'! 20,020 10,430
it TTY	 tINIt'S 6,190 61190 5.680
I It 1.1	 '11 Atff our	 U[[	 SI ITS 56, 140 56,140 50.960S 1111INGINrl	 AT	 .'Or 60910 60,910 54,040
Ttll.tf	 T t ANt	 IN1'f SIM1 N1 30,440 .165,440 329,060
B-13
r
I
L
RIVIUUf
	 IRON IuNVINTT11IAl PRODO(A" IIN1TSil`B 4 1111 0 15-A UNITS/('D $1110IS^A
aA"il1NF. i	 1U..S5 . if '•,,001 ,'3O,u.: 2t, 1 00 1 E'.itl10.2
NO-* fNLt
	
fill i	 It ,?,. t.'? 6'.x•11;4
VI IJ14Nt	 (I%. i	 45.',11	 It 595 9, vnt 59`1 4, 901
:>III11114, 115.•.00.1 I .i1 !•,)5,4 .i7 .'.phS
AMMONIA. $11	 '.011	 °;1 1:.' 14,193 12: 1:1,19.4
i.e.. , 	1(t	 If.-	 11 fill I
	
IfID. 0	 a6.44,'It	 Illl, .'.,511'1 5?.v41 1.1419 51,947
W-INFI'Y IIIFI	 LAS, $	 `.,14.V4 'It	 lilt 103 14,111 103 14.317
PI (IN1 1t) 	 I llf f	 fill , $	 '46.9 t	 is .1. 1'10 ;,4, It ill 3, 1 10 64, J30
111fAl,
	
R1VI-N111.
	 IkUM	 LUNV, rRUDUtla t,Ytt',69-1 195,9:5
rFVfrflFf	 Thlim	 GA;	 IIIRBINE FUIi.	 i	 ¢	 12) „.5.121 654.46:1
Fora RFVFNN , 1.`..50,694 1,550,41)6
Cb;l l
	 (II	 (11AUtj
MI	 "IIAI1
	
till F	 '''4 ,tlt . 	t	 '.1 '.0.000 91,.',ttit "+t),11V4t '10",111
1. *1111111 A* L	 49.51'It t. ill i 46.4106 1.841 4.UVb
001W,l_	 BUTANI. 1	 E.0.0GE1! I,12I 31.'.4 1.175 31,134
Tf1IAL	 LUST t4	 I HAkf f t .Ofib,e6U 1 .066.650
MANIfFA(.IUPItit. ExFINJ
I	 III[	 , f	 't6.01.11	 14L 4,113 19„01 31813 19,107
FI1'C Ir.
 lt	 IOuFR. 11	 0.0654.kuN 411.950 1.614 31019" 1,614
IhL.N uA1Ck, S0.06ff6/Tf1iU.; GAl	 5.'.06 tall 5.006 130
91 1 1 t 141Al.	 UTIL111tS 416.959 06,959
GA"	 to	 112!L'	 ['( ANT	 FFfI), i 56.03/@ FI1F 215119 +V 941 2,5139 5.',941
LNLH1C.Ato ;,i01 1,099
TFI., $ 9.984/1111US LC	 227 1121 21 .11 027
I'AtAI YSI;i 0.04 0.41.1
10YAL1Y.	 OLMI14NALILI,N6 $ V.005b,1 901000 Ip2, +0,1100 101
t.AlICIF41'ASED	 11LMS	 (3) 1,454 1,454
INVPSIMFNT-BASED iTF.M5 ( 1) :3'111/3 34131:1
TOTAL. MANIFALII1RINf, EXPENSE (3) 193.303 1930 75
TOTAL
	
FXfINSE 1,260.041 1.259,033
RETURN ON TNCRFMENrAL INVESTMENT
AT .LOX DFFOkt,	 TAXES 109.6	 :' 109.632
NET REVENUE,	 TOTAL ULVENUE °TOTAL 101,021 101,021
LINT rs/r•)4
5'15
J1
f ^:i
:.441
146
116
.'6, 461
50.00
1,043
1 , 713
3,522
265,400
5, 224
441
227
50,000
rXl'kNSE-RETURN
CAIfIVATLD PRICE Of GAS TURBINE. FUEL, 6/H (2) 	 60,63
y	 ^I INGRIWNTALOVrk VASE CASE REFINERY, CAST* 1.00,
2 CALCULATED TO PROVIDE SAME NET REVENUE AS IN BASE CASE REFINERY, CASE 3.00.
3 EXCLUDING INVESTMF^NT AND LADOk-BAS D ITEMS IN DASH CASE REFINERY. CASP_ .E Of-_,.
t1HOUSiA
130,02:2
9,901
21053
13,09:1
49,9':1
56.17
DO',. U t (!
537,8.:1
1,523,639
9U,',11It
46,806
31,'734
1,066,450
72,020
6,335
131
70,494
49,921
T,p72
027
15,176
102
728
30, 922
171,24:
1,243,900
90,718
101,021
66.04
4000
MODIFIED IN-SITU
^ #SHALE OIL.
NIGH SLVEHITY
IIYDk0111kAtTNG PLUS
(CC OF 64OF4, VOT70112
CAPACITY, INVEST-
UNITS/SD
----- -
NCHT
-------
5111020 2,070 ^ 1 J
'511,020 122,Y10
61170 4,740
6,170 13,410
27.700 20,300
21,1160 40.150
5x510 19,120
13,900 1,110 LIa
74,640 541090
41 5,090
44
2,060
9,090
2,120,,3
304,140~
24,990
11,660 . g
201 900 It112,1?.0 ji194,760 a
560,570
70,690 rt••'{;
639,?GO ;! ^.,
;t
UNITS/CD 6 THOUS/YEAR
- 2s,Da7 ^73D,o22^.._ r a
595 9,901 r
(ttr26,127 654,611
37 2.053
120 13,666
726
3.170
14.047
64,030;
2,566 52,411 X11;
1,350,467
501000 11057,904
1,H43 46,006 r u
1,723 37,734
-1,142,524
ti-
3,096 79,677
318,950 7,614
51506 138
-
07,429
I
1i	 4
2,566 52,477
1,307
15,414
102{
227 827
40,416
672 10,193
216,165
,300,705 ]tl
191,778
1,053,640
97
1
i^	 S
twEll,-.
3000
SURFACE-REtORIED
SHALE OIL
I PARAHO )
HIGH 4EVEPITV
HYDROTRCATING I'LUS
FCC OF 640F4pbOTIONS
	
CAFACITY,
	
INVEST-
	
UNITS/SO	 MENT
	
SO,n M	 2,070
	
50,O:o	 1541:30
	
0,940	 6040
	
0,940	 17,460
	
?31?xu	 17.040
	
21,1160	 40,160
	5,500 	 19,100
	
13 1 000	 1.100
96.540
	
• ,9	 a. ,rtl
	
56	 t0.Oto
	
1 1500	 2,940
301,900
34,t10
13,:00
20,1160
138,540
117,040
70110-10
74,11,,36
7n1,A6o
	
U0178=Cb	 E THOUS+YEAR
	
+n,s4s	 Dt6.166_.,^
	
a'.2	 14,510
	
?1,1369	 547,977
	
41	 2.601)
	
.uR	 73,0141
	
.39	 "ea
	
04„
	 103.?/1
	
4 „', t	 06.9713
596,101
	
50.000	 9031`111
	
1.617	 421590
	
I.7I3	 37.51.`'.
1 . 063, 6''^
	5,009 	 104,075
	
364,550	 8,70':
	
6,155	 154
112,9;11
	
4,253	 0619111
1,450
24,324
119
	
245	 69_
60,114
	
744	 11,205
298,161
378,266
234,310
903,517
53.89
,'
ii y
IAbLE IV 1
.;YNCRUDE PRICIN'G,CASLB
ECONOMIC EVAtUATION •U.S. GULF COASt-1905
1A:1 1000 ?000
fITDST "li1' FASTFkN COAL WESTFRN COhL
LIQUID LIQUIDI
	 SRC-1I	 ) t H , FUAL I
00IRIP1111N HIG11 SEVERITY 149DEkAf XlVfkIIY
IIYDk11TREATIMr. 11YDRtNRFAIING	 r
t AI''A( fit .	 f11YtSI LAPAC1Tf, i;VESl
111VISTMENT,
	 6111OLIS 119144) OUTrUtS0 HI NT UNITS/SD W,NI
DFSAI tING IIN11,	 k AHARI.F
HID141141AI1NG ONIf. 	 b FHARGI. t4.tjQO 1.14110to
NAIIITHA PRFfkFAIING IINI1.	 U GNARGF IS.340 '4,490
LA'IALY111 	 11110WIff, IINIIa,	 Is LIIAfiLI. 371IU0 171670 331090 40,090
DUTFILLAT1
	 AYDRO'REATINI, IINir, if umnu 471460 199.430
rrl'	 10111,
	
It	 fflAkL•f
111	 ALK)IATION unit, 	 0 ALkYIAIE
bASER THE SWrITENING UNIT, b LHAR(,E
'1FAM RFFORM11111 IW I1ANT. M'tP H' .'	 464) "f,600IL, T fd(WrNY
	 .1011	 A 
	
It'd' 32 1:30 4 .1 650
!'Ut FOR hI A lit.	 t f	 iftPUN 30 1.030 4 1 330
GAS PLAHT,
	 11 lHAfGt 600 11090
PARTIAL OXIDATION H; flAN1, MW I1.". ?51 , 15() :11,000
70411 1 1),L PLIR I SI., UNIT; 549. $40 ''17.4'+0
F„1aLYSrs Atlb 1rtIYALIJt?' $$.BIG .3.910
ftrilTTY I- AC11 mrS .11 .690 0.910
IANKAGi :0,040 .' •11110
MIS(`Et1ANrwj.	 OIF-Sill.*` IALJtITILS 196.1130 94.010
f pNT1Nf.1Mf'Y At 164,340 no
	 110
1 111 Al	 1-I ,tn l	 I HVI-: I11I N f 9(1u . 060 ILIA , 4``)
UORK1f10 tAPiIAI 1)3.1011 111..'.20
tUfAI
	
tAtIIs.1
	 HLQUIREMLNI 1,07./.160 56 .1):O
fit WON IROM LONVI. ?if IONAL f*OII1Lt$ IINI IS, 11) 1f1J0US YCAR UNIL'•E : D 11411)( ,TEAR
1,0::Ut 1#11.	 117	 1,	 70.9 , 1 1 54.110 rt1 1114 40.059 I .168.47,
t	 1 Pf.,	 IS	 45 59 V 6411 1.,,61 7
1 ! I	 F lift-	 f	 70.34/0 31 .1 jow, ;901)IF,^FL	 I IJF1,	 f	 611.14, Is ;!6,149 t•i`.,337
"pIFUf<.1 1 152.00 '1 I 1 3 I+.AMMONIA.	 1.+,30.0$'53 ti Ii,:iu -u :ItI+EfINERY'I Uri. T,AS1
	
156.4)LnFOE' I,	 M; •"+ 714 1`..,11,3kit INFRY VI I I . oft.	 1 56.01'6 151• ' o,	 !;)11 .1 F INFIti	 LAS	 Ill	 fl,	 PI ANT.	 If
	
S6	 6J	 it FOf `/Itt 111.n10
hr11NIle y 	Illl.ill	 If
	 PtANI.	 1	 56.u1.k FOE i t,	 ..l.. It	 ,:52
14 9 1Af	 RI 11111H	 IWIN
	
f 1 k0U1111 1.7 :.0:1.54! ,3,•x66. 1'10
1 111
	
81	 r IIARI,I
•'tNCkUOE1
	
I,	 It :,n,r.U,r 1,:'•''..b: 66,600 1.1,:4.4414]SDRIITANF..
	 4 67"Al 11
IIOHMAL	 IfO ANf:	 f	 60,00 . 11 4,91., IV:,`•`'9 51494 1'•1,e/9
TOTAL	 LAIN, OF	 116*61 I, Ic•1, 141 4,64476'7,.
MANI1f A(;1UPINrr L)PEIISF
HLF1NEkY EUEL,	 156.03,11 4,543 10,a17 4,406 71,79.1'
POWER, PURCHASED,	 1 0.0654/KWH 547,340 13,066 197,010 4,104UAfFR I 	F]iESII,	 t 0.0606111101)S LAL 132 21601 65
SUOT01'AI	 init fift y 102,017 70,041
Rf:FINf:RY	 LIQ.10 112 PlAlll, 	 156.03/	 It 8.216 169,252 -
K.'}t1ERY GAS If , 112 PLAN,,	 156.031 Is FOE 910 10.610
P.NEMICALS 4,;109 445
CATALYSTS 91099 0,778
ROYALTY -
rn.,	 1 9.904/THOUS CC	 344 1,254 446 1,625
9ftYTME.Nt-ESASEb ITEMS U4,424 40,77.7
IAbOW-DASI.D 1111119 677 10,193 312 4,732
TOTAL HANUI ACTURING EXPENSE 3011320 151,030
TOTAL EXPENSE EX SYNCRUDE 4011,857 271.349
RETURN ON TOTAL CAPITAL AT
30% PEFORE TAXES 320,920 170,361
RETURN FROM CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTS LESS
TOTAL EXFFNSE CX SYNCRUDE LESS RETURN ON TOTAL 1,235,762 1,5x4,440
CAPITAL
SYNCRUDE VALUE, 1111 51.66 62.71
(1) 1985 POOL AVERAGE
	
09.3 (R+M)/2 AT 0.27 CC/CAL TEL.
(2) CALCULATED TO GIVE 30% RETURN ON TOTAL CAPITAL.
ORIGINAL PA €3
OF POOR QUALITY
L
A-15
ORIGINA"PAG la
I- ADLE tY 2	 OF POOR QUALITY-
IOGkADING % EASTERN COAL LIQUID (SRC-11) 10 GAS TURBINE. FUEL
ICOHOMIC k0l-VATIUN-U.S. WILF (OASr i9as
I	 I
CASE Wo 1011 Mo loso
HYDROTRWIN6 OF SRC-11 HYOROTREATINC. OF SRC-11 HYDROTkhnT.H; OF SRC^ll IIYDkOlkLArtN(; OF SRC 11
DisrWAIE AT MODERATE DISTILLATE At MODERATE DISTILLAIE AT INTERMEDIAll OSISTILtAILEVLkITY,
AT HIGH
SIEAMSkVtRI7Yj	 SIEAM SEVERITYj PARTIAL SEVERITY# STEAM
kLIOkKING 112
-	
- ---
PLANT
-.1--
OXIDATION
-1-1 ---------------
112 PLANT REFORMING H2
------- ---- I --
PLANT
----- -
NLFORMING^112.PLAHT
GAS IORPINC I Lit	 1 1 1ril 46,475 44,365 43,54V 40,3710.3
NtIROGE.I.	 WTX 0.7 0.7 i;.5
^,45VISCOSITY,	 CS 01001 3.6 3.6 2.9 0.07SOMA, Wr% 0, J.4 0.13 DILI
VANADIUM, VPM
GkAVITY, APT Ij.4 14.4 14.8
Nvrsr . &APACIfY. INVEST , CAPACITY, INVESI, CAPACIfY, INVL.vr-
INVESTMENT,	 $TH(lUS itY84) UNIrs/.9 MrNI !)NITSISD MENT UNITS/SD KENT UNITY'SD KENT
NAPHTHA HYDROTREATING UNIT, b CHARGE 17.V70 25,460 V9,760 26,030 i9ly5o 26,970 20.5?60 27,710
CATALYTIC REFORMING UNIT, D CHARGE ill,440 25,480 120,270 27,230 20,460 27,410 21,49056,770
28,370
f69,460DISTILLATE HYDROTRFAriNG UNIT, b CHARGE 56,770 113,010 53,150 i09-13io 56,770 119,500
PARTIAL OXIDAtIUH It,' FLANI,	 mscr H2
SIFAM RaURMIN; 112 PLANT, MSCF H2 50,070
-
150 560
46,?4(1 97.690
69,660 63 7GO 75,030 7?,340
112S RECOVERY UNIT,	 LT 112S 16 4:140 f6 Zi60 '23 4:720 2U 51020
SULFUR PLANT, LT SULFUR
I 
li 5,840 Is 5,060 22 6,090 27 7,430
L.AS P1 ANT,	 It E HAR6L
I	
b lio 1,400
SUBTOTAL	 I kOLLSS UNITS 2'19^ 2 12, 400 249,350 311,330
CATALYSTS AND ROYALTIES JN,790 lu'jito 222,400 27,370
UTILITY FACILIIILS 11-,420 o'slo 11,760 17,iiD
TANXAGE III, i90 1B.4to 161150 ifil000
MISCELLANEOU'S (IFI'-SIILS FACILITIES 04,!,50 101,450 92,990 117,360
f'ONT,TNGENCY AT 20% 71,450 04,640 701930 qy,430
TOIAL PIANI`	 INV(Simi.Nr 4.'U,690 473,580 596,600
WOPKING 'APIlAt mi, 1!)() 61,030 'MID90 79,490
TOIAL tAPlIAt	 *0011d.filiNt 491,440 60 545,47 676, 090
RFIUR" FROM CI)HVf.NIIUNAl. I'NODUCIS UNIIsan	 srHOUS/YLAR UHI(S1CD $rHUUS/YI,AR UNI 9 S/Cf) rMOUS/YrAk UNITS/CD	 $THOUS/YEAR
-	 ---------
GASOLINE. 6151.11 400, OV9 .0,679 ')4J.0Yi tolisl 528,726 ifil9ay 553,231
13 1 r(l 1	 45.5Y, P 241 4, (it 0
-
Sill-rilk,	 $1$2.00ILT Ii Is lil 1,10 24 t,332
AMMONIA,	 $312.00/$1 111 4,00"1 Di 7,224 IN
1
1	 3UU 122 13,093
krF INFJ^Y	 P111A	 GAS.	 6	 56.01, It I Oh lloti .11,944 76;! 14,',04 10314 23,191 11397 2B,570
PLI INEVY IUFL	 01C.	 % -36103/14	 . ^', 
1
116 44, 1W, illii 3"'O.S., .11 752 S6,201 3196T Di'579
(,FrIflFHY	 I.W.111	 N-'	 I'L AN I ,	 S	 56,0.5,tl .11 'SO 
1
4 1, 09 :1.	 Il i 11 "'),463 .3 . 22 6'	 1393 4,405 90,006
IU I At. kEIlIkN FROM COUVENTIOtIAL	 PkODUCIS 6011,.'52 461,05 AE61-5119 760,691
RIIUkN FROM LAS	 111WITHE fULL,	 $(2)111 46,415 960,504 4 4, 3 6" 9's"	 125 43,549 939"M 40,3?1 969151 1
IOTAA	 FElUkN 1 kOM PRODUCTS
1,
21754 1	 Sy l l	 POO
1	
625,	 47
1 
1 730, 02
COST OF	 CHARGE	 (	 SRC-11 LIQUID	 I,	 1151.70/P 66,600	 1,246,774 66'.00 112,16,715 66,600 4,256,779 66,600	 1,256,775
MANUrACTURIN4 EXPENSE
RFri yERY rum,	 $56,03/D 3,2SY 66,650 2,415 50106 310136 79,412 5, 306 110,149
V^V,-ER,	 PURCHASED,	 11 0.0654/KWII 169,310 4,042 5,024 4,774 337090 8,049
RESH.	 $ 0.0686/rHOUS GAL 1,00.! 45 2,070 52
--- ---
2,144 14
-------
3, E120 96
------
SUBIOTAL. UIILJTIES 70,737 5^-,692 04,300 110,2Y4
REFINERY LIG.TO H' FLANF,	 $56.03/ 0 FOL 2,303 41,09Y '2, 71 2 95,463 3,222 65,093 4,405 90,09,S
CHEMICALS
CATALYSTS
348
6,646
11301
6,254
463
9lt6u
673
13,330
AOYAITY
INVESWW-BASED irEMV 36 , 459 43,^40 40,247 50,757
(ABOR-TIASLD ITEMS 360 5.460 06 6,917 360 5.460 360 5,460
TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE 166,749
1
611 Y67 2051 ;^-1 2 0,600
TOTAL FXPENSE 1,423,524 1,`ILS^742 1,462,306 1,53!1,375
RETURN ON TOTAL. GAPIIAL At
3ox BEFORE, TAXES 149,232 172,458 163,641 202,827
TOTAL EXPENSE PLUS RETURN ON INVESTMENT
LESS RFTUPN FROM CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTS 968,504 935,125 939,358 969,511
GAS TURBINE FUEL COST,	 S/El
-----------------------
57.09 !1'[. 75 sy.10 65.7?
---------------------------------------------------
(I)	 THE GASOLINE PRICE IS ADJUSTED FOR OCTANE LEVEL ON THE BASIS OF
070.35/b FOR F37	 (R+H)/2 AND SE12.35/El t'OR 93
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611161	 1111,	 1 if	 1 1111 '.:0 if 5,050
111101	 1	 ell	 A	 IAs	 PI. E l i] INI	 MI	 NI .'0
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111."1
	 Ili
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W	
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I' I !WL	 I'.I'lih'f	 Ili, ^:I	 lr,	 1	 ,,,06'•1	 I • WII 00,'fW .',40r f'7i,!r,v	 •1,104
IdAf1
	 p,	 II'F :'f 1,	 f	 ,r	 11611,,.	 111011;: Lul	 1.)571 51 ....'•I	 11'1
f'OilA DAr11
	
111111111.I I ,.Veil
RII	 LIIIki	 LAf	 IU	 N:'	 I'I	 it, I,	 1', 	1111 '%1u	 1LI, t,10
IIII'M11	 Tit	 .i '41 Oln
!	 fllul	 (:, _,'6 ^L 110
	 - _
'f: M, h..l'1
MI 
q l	 hi. "F1	 11tH; I`r,	 :Yb 44,4	 1	
-
I.AI11n:-IIpSLU
	 1111s.: .^10 ,.'7G 31.!
	 1. 73
10IA1	 MANI I F AC1 Ill,'] Nl.	 A	 i'11!)1. (43,-3!'5 14'1,040
111141
	 1 X1 1 1NYI 1 ,1107,1N1 1,1.75.12(.
I r F.TUkll	 Ofl	 I("AI
	 F."Al.	 AI
i0Y	 UFl pkh	 ii1 ^-f .” lY,h7S ..	 1,H11	 ,^	 ^.
A 01 Al.	 CYPI. N[+l	 PLUS	 kE.I LINN
	
(IN	 tNVl S'A MEN 'I'
I CS" kl 111RN	 I NAY	 CIINVF.- NI TONAL	 PRODUCTS 116^,090 7V”, 066
GAS	 'I'AIRRINF:	 rU11	 1'W.'1,	 1;N 63,'2 71.93
S1) IIIF 6AV0LIN" L'h'ICt. IS AP,IIINIF:D fnR IICIANE 1.I!0,I ON 1141, IIASIS OF
118..4'i!D Filh' 87 (k)M)/:! AND 1140.35/114 FOR 93 (k+M)/:'. 	 ?(:) ('AI COLA rPD ,0 GIVE' 304 RETUkN ON '101'At, UPIAAL.
ORIGINAL R", ' 7 1
OF POOR QUALITY
I nk/l IV 4
IM 1.& All INA, ^N ,',IM.I AAA k ♦ I Uk 1 ►0 11 A.^4/kJ+ SIW 1 Tilt I1) GM IUkNINI IIIFL
I I UNIJMIC	 IVAI IA 	 IIW U.5 WK I' OAS I I"n
T'4:. 1 1.1 • loot .1920 10 10
N19FU IRFAI INI AI NTDkIITkRAI ING	 .1 11TDkt11R!Af IM.	 AtN/DNUIkFAI IMI. IN
Mlp kblf	 131 rf kl 11, MIIp FAIL S[VI M111, IMIINMEDIAl/ fl Vtkl T1, N16M SIV1R11/,
1,15,	 to	 D111'11	 11 .,. 4111.	 10 D11S11	 F11191 41ST. 11)	 1111 SFI	 tlRl. DIST.	 TO DI[f[L	 tuft.
"I AM k1111FMI NG OW 11 611T F411111-111161 	 11RIDAIIIW Y^ NI ANI 111AN k1fOkRIMG H2 PLAIN 511 AM k111MM 1111. N, FIAMI
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t1A/1)F	 0111 0.11 u.a% 9. v4 0.01;
AMAD 111«	 YPN
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LM AMT.
	 INVI,I'I IMAl II I, Iwvtf F- CAFAL IIT, INVISI IAI At III, IMY1S1
INVIrSIMf M1.
	 •IMIJUS
	
11994 , IW 11_/fD
	
MI M1 UFIIIS/SD MNI 1111115/SD M1 NI nl/ll.	 SI MINT
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I AIM TI11	 FI 1111111 IIG
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11) ME GASOLINE PRICE If ADJUSTED FOR UCIAN[ UM THE DASIS Of
079.35/k fOR 87	 IR4M)/2 AND	 1114112.15 1 P TOR	 93	 IR-111I/2.
(2) CM.C.UTAIED	 TO GIVE
	
10[ RETURN ON	 TOTAL CAFITAL.
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PLOTS OF UPGP.A ANG COSTS VERSUS GAS TURBINE FUEL IMPURITIES
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OF POOR QUALITY
UPGRADING OF LOW- SULFUR SOUTH LOUISIANA RESIDUAL FUEL
`- OIL TO GAS TURBINE FUEL
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OF POOR QUALITY	 Figure 111 -22
UPGRADING OF LOW -SULFUR SOUTH LOUISIANA RESIDUAL FUEL
OIL TO GAS TURBINE FUEL
Upgrading Cost vs. Gas Turbine Fuel Sulfur Content
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Figure III -24 	 OF POOR QUALITY
UPGRADING OF HI GH-SULFUR CEUTA (VENEZUELAN) RFSIDUAL FJEL
OIL TO GAS TURBINE: FUEL
Upgrading Cost vs. Gas Turbine Fuel Vanadium Content
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